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• University College
UC move meets
opposition
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
University College, the long-
time Bangor-based sister-school
of the University of Maine, has
gone through some turbulent
times lately.
When UMaine President Fre-
derick Hutchinson first laid out
his Downsizing plan two years
ago to save much-needed mon-
ey for the financially ailing uni-
versity, one central point in-
volved the transportation of
UC' s programs and faculty to
Dunn Hall at UMaine's Orono
campus.
Last summer, however, and a
over year after this project was
begun, Hutchinson seemed to
abruptly reverse gears on this
decision by announcing that UC
would become part of the
planned Community College of
Maine, a new sub-system of as-
sociate degree-granting campus-
es under the auspices of the Uni-
versity of Maine System.
Many members of UC's Lib-
eral Studies department, which
now occupies Dunn Hall, have
strong feelings against the break
from Orono.
A timelime, prepared by the
department, of UC' s changes
since the dawn of Downsizing
illustrates how much of Liberal
Studies feels about the change
of plans. The February 1993 en-
try reads:
"Chuck (McRoy) tells facul-
ty that if we were to survive, we
must trust him and move to the
Orono campus. A faculty vote:
to follow his advice.
"For the next year and a half,
LS works its ass off!" the docu-
ment states.
Basic points of contention,
according to Tina Baker, chair-
woman of the department, that
Liberal Studies has with the pres-
ident's summertime decision
involve the way the announce-
ment was delivered, its seeming
negation, to some, of countless
hours of moving, and the possi-
ble effects upon the student bod-
ies of both campuses.
Baker said that several Dunn
rooms were designed and set up
specifically for certain pro-
grams.
She noted an early-summer
article from The Maine Perspec-
tive that stated, "Dunn, a former
residence hall, has been reno-
vated with University College
in mind. Indeed, its redesign is
an important part of the formula
for making the transition from
the Bangor to Orono campus
easier for nontraditional stu-
See UC page 5
• Replacing Ploszek
Third and fmal AD
candidate talks to press
John McDonald. (Page Photo.)
EAI lb. ER
AGE 9
By M. Jon Rinaldi
Staff Writer
The last of the three candi-
dates for the job of University of
Maine Athletic Director gave in-
terviews to the administration,
search committee and media.
John J. "Jack" McDonald said
that having a hands-on coaching
staff is key to a successful athlet-
ic program, during an interview
with local media in Dexter
Lounge at the Alfond Arena at
the University of Maine.
See AD page 6
• Local
GSS debates new and
exciting ways to spend
your money.
page 4
The judicial process at the Uni-
versity of Maine is often misunder-
stood and not taken very seriously
by students, Director of Judicial
Affairs, William Kennedy said.
"A university is a place for edu-
cation and when a student breaks a
rule, they get some education,"
Kennedy said.
Every place has rules and
UMaine is no different, he said. The
rules are listed in the Student Con-
duct Code which can be found in
the Student Handbook. Copies are
also available at the Judicial Affairs
Office, on the third floor of the
Memorial Union.
Kennedy said most students do
not realize how complaints are pro-
cessed.
"We get a complaint and send
out an allegation letter," said
Kennedy. The letter states that a
violation was reported to the Judi-
cial Affairs Office, and it gives a
time and a date when the student
must discuss the matter with
Kennedy.
"The letter is very friendly and
non-threatening," said Kathryn
Dufour, a full-time paralegal with
Student Legal Services. "But the
contact with Kennedy is actually
the official hearing, in which a final
decision is bein made. The student
• Editorial
Why the editorial board is
the way that it is.
page 10
Dan Moore ties a red ribbon, representing a survivor of sexual assault, on a rope set up as part
of Rape Awareness Week on the mall. (Photo LeClair.)
• Judicial Affairs
Program director explains
UMaine judicial process
By Daphne Brinkerhoff is not always aware of that."
Special to The Campus After the hearing, the student is
informed of the sanction or penalty.
Typical sanctions include commu-
nity service, disciplinary probation
or restitution. In serious cases, stu-
dents can be suspended or dis-
missed.
"Lots of times, the student thinks
it has been made into a much bigger
deal than it was or that the sanction
is unfair or too harsh," said Dufour.
The student may appeal any of
Kennedy's actions to the Conduct
Committee. The committee is usu-
ally composed of five to seven
members, half of them students and
half of them faculty or staff mem-
bers.
Only a few cases each year go
on to the committee.
"The student may feel that the
committee would be harsher,"
Kennedy said.
"Students generally are intimi-
dated by the process and find that
it's such a hassle that they don't
want to do it," Dufour said.
If the committee upholds a sus-
pension or dismissal, the student
may request a review by the Presi-
dent's designee, John C. Halstead.
He decides whether a procedural
error has been made or whether the
sanction is appropriate, said
Kennedy. He can change the sane-
See AFFAIRS page 6
• Arts
Kollege Kult Klassix
Korner. Mmm, mmm
good! Flesh-eating mom.
page 15
• Robbie, robble
Beer a clue
to nabbing
of burglar
By Mike Doyle
Staff Writer
A discarded brand of ice beer
left at the scene of a University of
Maine dorm room burglary led
police to arrest a student in Stodder
Hall early Sunday morning.
At 8 a.m. a suspect, Jeremy
Scott Duddy, 20, a student from
Brooklin, Maine, and a resident of
Penobscot Hall, was arrested and
was bailed for Oct. 7, Detective
Investigator Bill Laughlin said.
Between 1 a.m. and 4 a.m., 11
residence rooms were entered while
the occupants were asleep and items
including cash,113 cards and credit
cards were stolen. All the rooms
were unlocked at the time.
Police officers descended on
Stodder Hall early Sunday morn-
ing when a student noticed some
credit cards and wallets abandoned
in a bathroom.
Soon afterwards, UMPD re-
ceived a rash of reports from Stod-
der residents of stolen property.
One of the victims showed po-
lice an empty can of ice beer appar-
ently left behind by the intruder.
From this information, investi-
gators identified a suspect seen drink-
See BURGLE page 7
• Sports
Wildcats pummel Black
Bears within an inch of
their soccer-playing lives!
page 20
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• US soldier found shot
• US wants nuclear program open to inspectors
• Russian aviation suffers another disaster
• Suicide?
US troops suffer first fatality
1 PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — An American soldier was found shot to death tod
ay
in the northern part of the capital, the first fatality among U.S. troops since they intervened to
restore Haiti's elected government
Pentagon officials in Washington said that it appeared to be a suicide but that the death was still being
investigarerl
The soldier was not immediately identified.
Pentagon spokesman Dennis Boxx said the male soldier, who was part of the 10th Mountain
Division from Fort Drum, N.Y., "died of an apparent gunshot" He called the death "an apparent
suicide" and said it was being investigated as such.
Boxx said he could not discuss why military officials came to that conclusion.
A senior Pentagon official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said indications were that the
soldier's own weapon was fired and that the wound appeared to be self-inflicted. The officials said
the also soldier was known to have been upset recently due to "domestic reasons."
Stanley Schrager, spokesman for the U.S. Embassy in Port-au-Prince, said the death happened at Villa
d'Aoctrit Haiti's stateguesthousethat American soldiers werepreparingtohouse Haitianparliamentmembers.
The soldiers were cleaning the mansion and making security arrangements on the hillside estate
above Port-au-Prince.
Shortly after the death, U.S. Army helicopters hovered over the area around Villa d'Accueil.
American soldiers at the scene would not comment.
• Diaster
Plane crash in
Siberia kills 26
3 MOSCOW (AP) — A passenger plane smashed intoa Siberian forest on Monday, apparently killing all 26
people aboard, in another disaster for Russian aviation.
More than a dozen planes have crashed over the past 18
months in the former Soviet Union, where lack of money for
plane maintenance and salaries have been blamed for declining
safety standards. More than 500 people have died.
The Yak-40 jetliner that crashed Monday was flying from
Krasnoyarsk to the small town of Tura, but was diverted to a
nearby airstrip because of low clouds, the Ministry of Emergency
Situations said.
The plane, which was carrying 23 passengers and three crew
members, crashed 25 miles shy of the airfield at Vanavara. The
remote site is about 465 miles northeast of Krasnoyarsk, or 2,350
miles east of Moscow.
Two helicopter crews reported no sign of stuvivors in the wreckage
of the plane. Investigators were expected to reach the scene Tuesday.
It was not clear what airline owned the plane. Aeroflot, the
huge Soviet airline, has broken up into dozens of local, regional
and national carriers.
• Peace talks
20 Tamil guerillas
killed in rebel attack
4 PALALY, Sri Lanka (AP) — In the first majorstrike by the government since agreeing to peace
talks with separatist rebels, hundreds of troops at-
tacked a rebel-held town, killing at least 20 Tamil guerrillas,
the military said Monday.
Two soldiers were killed and 23 wounded in the fighting
Sunday in northern Sri Lanka, and the rebel death toll could
be as high as 75, said Brigadier Asoka Jayawardene. There
was no independent confirmation.
Rebels said four guerillas and four soldiers were killed.
Government planes and helicopters also killed six civilians
and wounded 30, the rebels announced over the radio.
The attack was in reprisal for the rebel sinking of the navy's
largest warship last week, which killed least 22 sailors.
It came several hours after the government named a four-
member delegation for peace talks in the 11-year-old Tamil
separatist war that has killed 34,000 people.
The socialist coalition government won control of Par-
liament in mid-August, upsetting the ruling party of 17
years, by promising to hold peace talks.
Rebels accepted the offer, saying they are willing to settle
for more autonomous powers and drop their demand for an
independent homeland in northern and eastern Sri Lanka.
• Nuclear program
North Korea, US continues talks
2 GENEVA (AP) — North Korean and U.S. negotiators 
made another attempt
Monday to resolve differences over pursuing new talks on opening North Korea's
nuclear program to outside inspectors.
They scheduled another session for Tuesday after consultations with their capitals
overnight. Neither side would say whether any progress was made.
Washington is trying to persuade North Korea to allow U.N. inspections of two
suspected nuclear waste sites that could reveal whether plutonium has been diverted for
nuclear weapons in violation of North Korea's treaty obligations.
Western experts think North Korea has produced enough plutonium to make at least one
nuclear bomb. The hard-line communist regime in Pyongyang insists its nuclear program
is peaceful but has blocked U.N. inspections it previously agreed to.
In return for allowing inspections, North Korea has a U.S. pledge of help to replace it
old-fashioned nuclear reactors with more modern ones less suitable for producing plutoni-
um. But Pyongyang is balking at getting hardware from rival South Korea, which
Washington contends is the only option.
The latest round of tallcs began Friday after a six-week break and almost instantly ran into problems.
The U.S. side asserted Saturday the North Koreans had gone back on previous
agreements. The North Koreans said Sunday that a joint American-Japanese naval exercise
off the Korean coast was an attempt to pressure Pyongyang.
• Promenade
Champs-Elysees fmishes
two-year overhaul
5 PARIS (AP) — A two-year renovation of the city'smost famous promenade culminated Monday as Mayor
Jacques Chirac flooded the Champs-Elysees in shim-
mering emerald green light.
"The Champs-Elysees, a magical place in the world's
subconscious, has regained its prestige," Chirac said.
Celebrated in song and film and considered by some the
world's most beautiful avenue, the Champs-Elysees in recent
years has been overrun by panhandlers, pickpockets, bumper-
to-bumper traffic, fast-food joints, shopping malls and over-
sized cafes.
Many Parisians fled, leaving suburbanites and tourists
eating pizza and standing in movie lines in the place novelist
Stendhal described a century ago as a "haven of peace and
quiet."
Though the $45.2 million overhaul won't turn the Champs-
Elysees into a peaceful walk in the country, it will make it a lot
more pleasant for pedestrians.
Sidewalks have been widened to about 65 feet and paved
with gray and blue granite, with the side alleys parallel to the
main avenue eliminated.
• Tabloids
Duchess of York
upset with publicity
O 
) — The duchess of York is "very6 disappointed" with (W her father for talking publicly
about her troubled marriage to Prince Andrew, a
newspaper reported today.
The latest royal soap opera unfolded Monday, when the
tabloid Daily Mail began serializing a tell-all memoir by Maj.
Ronald Ferguson that slams the royal family and discusses
Sarah's possible extramarital affairs.
In today's excerpt of "The Galloping Major," Ferguson
describes Prince Charles, Andrew's 45-year-old brother and
heir to the throne, as isolated and surrounded by sycophants.
"I don't see him succeeding to the throne," Ferguson said.
He also questions whether Sarah. popularly known as
Fergie, could remain faithful to Andrew if they reconciled
after a 2 1/2-year separation.
"My awful fear is that if it did happen, how long would she
be able to stay on the straight and narrow?" Ferguson writes.
The rival Daily Express, citing Buckingham Palace
sources, reported Monday that Sarah and Andrew were
preparing to divorce. A palace spokeswoman said such
speculation was "inappropriate."
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• GSS
Surplus once again topic of debate
By Mike Lane
Special to the Campus
The distribution of the shrinking
$65,000 budget surplus was the focus of
Tuesday's meeting of the General Student
Senate.
"I really want Senators to think long
and hard about where this money should
go. Really look at where it's going to ben-
efit students," urged President I3ob
L'Heureux.
"We should do something for all stu-
dents. A large concert. Some really big
name band," said Senator Aaron Burns.
"Ever since I have been a freshman I
have been looking at Wells Commons and
thinking about a bar or dance club. Lets
make some phone calls and follow through
with it," said President L' Heureux.
"Face it, no big bands come up here. We
have country music up here. If you want to
see a good concert you have to go to Port-
land," said Board of Trustees representa-
tive Chris Leclerc.
No consensus was arrived at and the
budget process is progressing as planned.
All boards, committees and clubs must turn
in their budgets by Oct. 5. The Oct. 18
meeting of GSS will attend exclusively to
the supplementary budget.
"President Hutchinson has decided to
retain Fernald Snack Bar as a snack bar,"
said guest speaker Anita Wihry, Director
of Institutional Planning.
"Dinning Services will be explaining
options about moving Fernald, which is
what we wanted all along," said Vice Pres-
__ _
Chris LeClerc, student representative to the Board of Trustees, speaks to the
General Student Senate last night. (Photo Rotch.)
ident Charles Allen.
The GGS agreed, by a vote of 2-1-4, to
allow those service boards receiving sala-
ries to retain half of the money they re-
ceived in an accounting error. In Septem-
ber, 1993 the Vice President of Financial
Affairs Office over-allocated the salaries
for the service boards.
Residents on Campus received $5,000;
Panhellenic Council received $2,100; Inter
Fraternity Council received $2,000; Guest
Lecture Series received $1,000; and Stu-
dent Entertainment and Activities received
$200.
With Student Government elections on
Thursday, September 29, voters are faced
with little choice. The 1994-95 GSS has
been apportioned to have 50 members, how-
ever, barring write-ins, there will be only
18 representing 8,560 students.
There are 33 possible Off Campus seats.
Twelve students have filed election papers.
There are 17 on-campus seats available.
Eight students have filed election papers
for six of the seats.
Students living in Estabrooke, Balen-
tine, Colvin and Somerset residence halls
will have a choice at the polls on Thursday.
See GSS page 6
• No hands
Helping Hand Van
short on drivers
By Philip Tate
Special to the Campus
The autumnal hint in the air means a
Maine winter is on the way. With flurries not
far away in the forecast, many students will
begin gearing up for the slopes. But snow
will become a slippery subject for some.
Winter's wrath makes mobility on campus a
difficult task. This is where the Onward
Program steps in, personnel permitting.
The Helping Hands van provides a source
of transportation for people on crutches,
walkers or wheelchairs. The primary func-
tion is to pick students up and escort them to
class. However, this year they are danger-
ously short of drivers.
"Presently, all we have is five people
driving. Our wish is to have at least 20," said
Ann Smith, a service coordinator for dis-
abled students.
Smith said a lack of awareness probably
prevents students from volunteering. She
added that some students do not even know
the program exists.
"I was not aware such a program existed.
I guess! never gave it much thought,"Thressa
Willett, a third year English major at UMaine,
said.
A common misconception is the Help-
ing Hands van is only for disabled students,
Smith said.
"I knew we had it but! thought it was for
people with disabilities. I did not realize it
was for any student in need," said Tanya, a
fifth year Social Work major who did not
See VAN page 7
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HOW TO HANG ON TO YOUR DOUGH.
(WITHOUT CRAMPING YOUR STYLE.)
Oz Separate "needs" from "wants."
Hint:A bed is a need. A Mr. Microphone
is a want.
A Split the bill but only pay your share.
Why put in for someone else's swordfish
if all you got was soup?
41 Set aside money for emergencies.
Unless you'd rather call your parents
for it instead.
4) Keep your eye on your wallet.
Have a Citibank Classic card in case you
lose it.The Lost Wallets"' Service can get you
emergency cash, a new card usually within
24 hours and help replacing vital documents.
Based on available cash line.
WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU:"
To apply, call 1-800-CITIBANK.
Apply for the Citibank Classic card by completing the application in this issue or by 
calling I - 800 - CITIBANK
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UC from page 1
dents...
Hutchinson firmly denied that this idea
was ever on the minds of the move's
planners.
"It was not specially designed for them
(UC faculty). If you go over and look
through the building, you'll find its very
adaptable. We don't design space for
just... anybody. You just can't do that;
things change, and buildings change."
Hutchinson said.
Hutchinson stressed the fact that,
while joined with CCM, UC would charge
less money per credit hour than it is doing
right now, and this will likely attract
more students.
Patrick Defroscia, a history professor
with the Liberal Studies department, dis-
gareed with this notion.
He said that he doubted students would
want to attend a less-developed universi-
ty at a lower credit-hour price, when they
could attend a better-equipped campus
for a few credit-hour dollars more.
Many Liberal Studies faculty share a
concern that the development of a UMS
community college will add a whole new
level of beuracracy to the system, which
some see as overburdened with adminis-
tration already.
In a sense, UC's split over this contro-
versy has also broken up the college's
student population into its two main com-
ponents, namely older, nontraditional stu-
dents and young, underprepared students.
Faculty on either side of the argument
have strong ideas on how the changes
will affect one group or the other.
Generally, those for the move back to
Bangor say that the small, intimate na-
ture of the campus and its classes make it
more welcome to the older attendees,
while faculty who'd rather stay in Orono
note UMaine's larger and better libraries
and facilities, and how these advantages
would help the younger students find a
direction for their future studies.
Defroscia is also concerned that, in
the long run, CCM and UMaine, once
they become well-established as sepa-
rate institutions, will be competing from
the same pool of students.
Hutchinson said that it isn't so much a
competetion as it is a sharing of students
between the two institutions.
"It's just that we're counting them on
this side now, and not there."
Changes to UC' s role within UMS
have been suggested among system ad-
ministrators for some time, according to
Hutchinson. In 1992, shortly after he took
office, the idea of CCM was in its infan-
cy, but some had suggested that UC would
be a useful part of it. Hutchinson decided
at the time to wait.
These ideas were put on the back burn-
er when the president's Downsizing plan
took shape in 1993.
"We had to make them (UC) a low
priority, because the Board of Trustees
says that our priority is graduate educa-
tion, and... four-year undergradutate ed-
ucation," Hutchinson said.
The decision came about at this time
to move all of UC' s programs into Dunn
Hall, saving all the money, about
$500,000, necessary to maintain the
Bangor campus.
When the board began to solidify steps
towards creating the coomunity college
syetm early in the summer, Hutchinson
said he felt it was time to act.
"It seemed to me that if the Communi-
ty College of Maine were actually going
to exist, then the students at University
College would be better served as part of
that network," Hutchinson said.
The change in plans had to be imme-
diately executed, he said, since a delay
would mean that even more of UC would
have moved into Dunn, and that much
more would have to be eventually trucked
back to Bangor.
"I went to the board, I went to the
chancellor, and said, 'Do you folks want
this to happen...' And the answer was,
yes, that is the right thing to do."
That week's BOT meeting, however,
delayed his getting back to the faculty for
a few days, and the news traveled faster
than he did.
One of the most significant points, in
fact, that caused shock and anger within
much of the UC faculty, especially with-
in the Liberal Studies department, in-
volved the fact that the first faculty me-
mebers to learn of the move's reversal
were not told through any administra-
tors, but heard of it second-hand through
one of the moving companies.
Eileen Foley, an assistant professor of
English for Liberal Studies, was the first
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of the faculty to hear of the news. She got
the information from Craig Bailey, one
of the heads of the moving operation.
Hutchinson has expressed his regret
about this apparent case of bad timing
several times, but many faculty continue
to feel cheated.
"They led us in one direction, and
then led us astray, basically," Baker said.
"Liberal studies had been working
very, very hard on this move to the Orono
campus," Baker said.
A sign hanging near a Dunn Hall door
showsthatthe construction inside isn't
quite complete. (Lachowski Photo.)
"This was faculty spending time in
addition to teaching a four-course-load
semester... it's dirty and truly disrespect-
ful," she said.
"Twenty-five years of work between
UC and her sister school was undone in
apparently a matter of hours or days... by
a _group of people with no faculty input,"
Defroscia said.
Over the next year, a committee made
up of faculty members from UC and
UMaine will examine the needs of the
community college system, and work with
UMS on developing it, said Hutchinson.
CCM should be up and running by next
year.
Thank
you
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• Fire, sort of
From staff reports
A call of 'thick smoke' coming out of
room 326 in Stevens Hall sent area fire
fighters speeding to the campus.
Three fire trucks, one ambulance, nu-
merous fire fighters and confused onlookers
were on the scene, but dispersed quickly
after discovering the cause of the smoke.
The smoke was actually caused by a floures-
cent light bulb.
The people in Stevens were rushed out
by custodians without much explanation of
the cause or the whereabouts of the fire.
One of the people in the building at the
time of the evacuation joked, "This is the
most exciting thing to happen since the
moose ran into the hardware store."
The whole process lasted about twenty
minutes. People were let back into the build-
ing after the bulb fire was under control.
• Data chase
From staff reports
The trial of Republican candidate James
Tracey Jr. in Rhode Island Superior Court
has been moved back from Oct. 10 to Nov.
14.
Tracey, the GOP choice for the State
House seat in District 24, will not have to face
the two counts of sexual assault he is charged
with until six days after the election, which
will be held Nov. 8.
Thus, voters confront the possibility of
electing a man who could be jailed, possibly
for life, after taking his seat in the legislature.
The move was accomplished without a
motion of any kind by his Rhode Island
defense attorney, Richard Corley, who char-
acterized the maneuver as an unfortunate
turn of circumstance for the candidate.
"I have to be out of town on Oct. 10,"
Corley said, "and I have another case involv-
Affairs from page 1
tion or, if an error was made, send the case
back to the Conduct Committee for another
hearing.
Dufour said one of the best way to im-
prove a student's chances is not to go alone.
Although legal counsel is not permitted at
this stage, a friend or relative is allowed. Help
is also available through the Judicial Affairs
Support Program. Counselors have been
trained to offer support, guidance and a sym-
pathetic ear. Information on this program is
in the Student Handbook.
Dufour also advises students to be aware.
"They [students] don't look down the
road and say, 'What I'm doing now might
affect the rest of my life'," Dufour said.
TOD A Y S Stop Smoking.
American Heart
Association
0 k ,
now that we have your attention.
We at The Maine Campus would like to
invite the university community, fans,
criticizers and alumni to an
• open house
Friday, Sept. 30
5pm 7pm
basement of Lord Hall
ing an individual being held without bail. The
prosecutor in that case felt that it should be
heard first."
That prosecutor, Corley said, went to a
judge and asked for the continuance before
the trial was called by the Superior Court.
"Then, he came to me and asked me if it
was okay to move the Tracey trial," Corley
said. "I didn't know how active the campaign
was or anything. When we found out about
the change, he (Tracey) was not too happy.
He wants to have his trial, he wants his name
cleared."
Continuances of this nature are not unusu-
al, R. I. Superior Court clerk Joe Maggiaco-
mo said.
"The date was changed because the de-
fense attorney had a problem with schedul-
ing," Maggiacomo said. "That's not an ab-
normal thing. In fact, one or two continuances
is a normal matter of course."
Tracey could not be reached for comment.
GSS from page 3
"I think the elections will be better than
expected. We have had a lot of people stop
by about being write-in candidates," said
Fair Elections Practices Committee Chair-
person Vinnie Daigle.
"If you know anyone who is interested,
tell them to write-in and, most likely, they
will definitely make it," said President
L' Heureux.
There is no minimum number of votes
required to be elected to the GSS. Thus
even a write-in could be elected with one
vote.
Polling will take place on Thursday, Sept.
29. Off-campus students can vote in the
Memorial Union between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
On-campus students can vote in the dining
commons between 11 a.m and 1 p.m., and
again between 4:30 p.m and 6:30 p.m.
AD from page 1
His priority as athletic director is "first,
foremost and always will be the staff,
particularly the coaching staff of all
sports," said McDonald, director of athlet-
ics and recreation at the University of
Denver.
Doug Woolard, also interviewed for
the vacant position, held a press confer-
ence last Thursday. Woolard is the asso-
ciate athletic director for external opera-
tions at Washington State University.
UMaine President Frederick Hutchin-
son will decide which of the candidates
will replace Michael Ploszek, who resigned
in April.
McDonald said he thought the position
was going to be a lot of work, but there was
room for a lot of opportunity at UMaine.
Another reason he said the job is attrac-
tive is the fact that UMaine is a Division I
school and Denver is only Division II,
except in hockey.
McDonald cited his coaching experi-
ence as one of his strongest assets. He was
head coach at Boston College when the
1984 men's and women's track and cross-
country won the New England and Big
East championships.
As a coach "you're dealing with every-
thing from a 75-pound freshman woman
to a 300-pound guy who throws the ham-
mer throw. You're dealing with big and
small, black and white, short and long,
sprint and jump," he said.
"You need to know how to delegate
and hire good people. As an athletic direc-
tor, I'm not going to pretend to be a guru
in every single component of administra-
tion. What I don't know, I'm going to go
hire the best person to do that," McDonald
said.
McDonald said that gender equity in
sports will be a big issue in the future at
UMaine as well as the nation.
"It's not a thing where you can do one
thing and you're done. It's an ongoing
process," he said.
Prior to his job at Denver, McDonald
was assistant athletic director for sports
promotion at Boston College.
BE A GOOD
NEIGHBOR
Volunteer.
American Heart
Association
STUDENT HELP WANTEL
The Department of Public Affairs is seeking one or two
student writers to work with the News Services group in
gathering and disseminating information to the media about
University of Maine programs, activities, services and
resources. Applications should be third or fourth year
students majoring in communication and journalism.
The position requires strong interview and news writing skills;
news recognition and judgment; understanding of print and
broadcast media needs; familiarity with UMaine faculty and
staff; and a working knowledge of Macintosh work
processing.
Please submit resume and three writing samples to Kay
Hyatt, director, News Services, 5761 Public Affairs Building.
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VAN from page 1
realize it was for any student in need,"
said Tanya, a fifth year Social Work major
who did not want to disclose her last
name.
Some students hesitate because they
fear it is a time-consuming job, added
Smith.
"People don't realize it only takes
about 10 minutes out of their day," Smith
said. "Just drive the van to the location,
pick up your passenger, deliver and your
done. We work around a student's sched-
ule."
Another reason for the shortage of
drivers was that some students are ner-
vous around the disabled, Smith said.
The fear of mishandling or offending the
person often frightens people away.
"We forget that students with disabil-
ities are people just like everyone else,"
Smith said.
Mike McLeod, a Computer Science
major, said that people need to be aware
of their own mortality.
"No one ever knows when an accident
may leave them with a broken leg or
ankle and in need of the van," McLeod
said.
The Helping Hand van service has served the University for years, but lately has
been somewhat underhanded. (Lachowski Photo.)
When winter comes the Helping Hand
van will become a necessity, Smith said.
The snowbanks interfere with travel
across campus. She added that the more
people who volunteer, the less time they
have to commit.
There is a positive side though, the
Onward Program purchased a brand new
van earlier this year. The previous vehi-
cle was in service for twenty years and
expired last semester. A Department of
Transportation grant provided the On-
ward Program with a state-of-the-art teal-
colored van.
BURGLE from page 1
ing that brand earlier in the morning. He was
last seen in the Stodder area around 3.30 am.
UMPD went to Penobscot Hall to inter-
view the suspect. They received permission
to conduct a consent search and discovered
items associated with the theft on top of a
dresser. Police recovered $210 in cash from
a drawer in Duddy's room. His roommate
was away for the weekend.
Mike Butler, a spokesperson for the south
campus Campus Living Office, said securi-
ty in the dorms is constantly reviewed. He
said it is unwise for students to leave their
doors open or unlocked at night.
Also, a man was arrested in Oxford Hall
at 5:05 a.m. on Saturday morning.
Keith Skeffington, 20, of Old Town was
taken into custody and transported to the
Penobscot County Jail after he repeatedly
refused to vacate the premises.
Beta Homecoming
1994 Bonfire
Friday September 30, 1994
8:00 - 10:30 p.m.
College Avenue across from the
Beta House along the Stillwater river.
For the entire UMaine campus and
campus community.
Look for the flame and come burn with us!
For more information contact Beta at 581-4161
He was charged with criminal trespass-
ing and is due to appear at the 3rd District
Court in Bangor on Oct.7.
The suspect was intoxicated at the time.
Police and dorm officials were alerted when
a person reported a suspicious individual
rambling around the dorm and entering pri-
vate areas. He was requested to leave the
hall several times and was duly arrested
when he declined.
• Police Blotter
For The Weekend of
September 23-25.
FRIDAY
0130 Taken 1 traffic cone from Christine
Crowley DOB 02 0172 with letters OPW on it.
1433 Stomach pains, 3 Marsh Ln, Apt 23
Deshane Res.
1637 Domestic/2 Havasu Pine T.P.
1800 Ambulance requested., First house
after Oronoka.
1826 Citizen Assist, 4B Talmar Woods
2236 1060 ME 8932BP College/Munson
1027 Gilbert, Joseph J. 1-22-65
2248 1060 NS AWK604,College/Alfond
1027 Devlin, Christopher 7-24-74
SATURDAY
0140 Found/Blk Fanny Pack. Brand
WAVE on sidewalk at Webster Park
0748 Old Town Ambulance, 4 Peters St.,
85 y/o female fallen
1635 Traffic lights at College and Park are
on flash. Mr. Larson has been called and will
respond
1745 10-59/Main and Pine ME 368VV,
Towed at owner's request by Swett'sjust as 605
arrived
1750 Animal problem
HAVASU Pines T.P.
1831 College Indecency, College Ave,
behind Fraternity house
See BLOTTER page 8
RESEARCH INFORMATION
Largest Library of information in U.S. -
all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD
800-351-0222
or (310) 477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322Idaho Ave., # 206.A, Los Angeles, CA 90025
ORDERING
HOT LINE
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• Smog
Scent of baking bread has unhealthy effect
NATICK, Mass. (AP) —There's nothing
like the smell of bread baking in the oven to
stir up memories of warmth and comfort.
Well, forget them.
As it turns out, even the smell of baking
bread is sometimes an environmental threat.
The chemical that carries that delectable es-
sence from large bakeries also helps create
smog.
Bread factories around the country may
soon have to comply with federal regulations
on emissions. That means no More bread
smell. And for some residents, it also means
losing the source of that warm, comforting
factory smell that others find only in their
grandmother's kitchen.
"You drive down the highway and you
hope the smell will be there," said Phyllis
Davidson, a customer at the second-day bake
shop outside the Wonder Bread factory in
Natick. "It's like waking up to the smell of
coffee brewing or bacon cooking. It's hom-
ey."
The Natick factory is one of eight in
Massachusetts that may have to install equip-
ment to reduce the chemical ethanol. Massa-
chusetts is one of 33 states, including Maine,
that either have or are drafting emissions
regulations for large bakery ovens.
vy
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
DIAL (207) 947-8294 • 1 -800-997-8294
Local and Statewide Service • Bus and Airport Service
Time Calls Accepted • 24-Hour Service
BEER PRICE
WAR
The commander in chief
of the Family Market,
Wes, officially declares
war on 27 competitors.
Twice decorated in the
United States Infantry
(with magic markers
when he passed out),
Wes has been doing one-
armed push-ups in
preparation. "I like to
keep one arm free in
case I want to hold a
beer." Stop by for a
demonstration. Tips for
getting the best prices
* Shop around
* Buy in volumes
* Always dicker with the
manager
*Always bring your
returnables to the
Family Market
TAKE NO
PRISONERS!
827 Stillwater
Avenue, Old Town
Wonder Bread factories in New Brun- apply only tolarge bakeries with the potential
swick, N.J., Philadelphia, and San Francisco to release more than 50 tons of ethanol in a
and Pomona, Calif. have already installed year.
equipment that turns ethanol into carbon di- "I've heard all this crap about bread
oxide, better for the environment and odor- smell," said a spokesman who asked not to
less, said Keith Schopp, spokesman for Ral- be named. "This does nothing to affect the
ston Purina, in St. Louis, which makes Won- small bakery down the street."
der Bread. But for many, homemade bread just won't
Ethanol is a volatile organic compound be the same as bread baked at the factory.
which helps contribute to ozone buildup close Indeed, auto mechanics at Sears in Natick
to the ground. Under the 1990 Clean Air Act, are virtual connoisseurs of the odors that waft
states have until November to submit their into the garage from the Wonder Bread fac-
plans for reducing ground-level ozone. tory across the street.
When bread reaches 174 degrees Fahren- Some are gourmets: Tony Freitas has
heit — or done — it emits ethanol as a gas. By worked at Sears as long as the factory has
itself, ethanol is just harmless alcohol, ex- been making bread, and after 30 years, he
plained Anne Giesecke, of the American raves about how the cinnamon smell warms
Bakers Association: "It's the same as what the spirit on bitter winter mornings.
people would exhale in a bar on Saturday Others are gourmands: "See all of us who
night." look like this?" said mechanic
But when ethanol hits sunlight, it breaks C.J. Deberadinas, grabbing and shaking
down into its basic components, including his spare tire of flab. "We all like the bread
oxygen, and forms ozone. High in the atmo- smell."
sphere, not enough ozone allows dangerous The Massachusetts state Department of
ultraviolet radiation to seep through to earth. Environmental Protection will hold public
Low to the ground, too much ozone means hearings about its bread factory regulations
smog. before they take effect in May — although
Officials with the EPA in Washington DEP engineers have little sympathy for the
testily emphasize that ethanol regulations bread lovers.
BLOTTER from page 7
SUNDAY
0014 Switched to local, gov't frequency
due to skip
0037 Assist PSO, subject wanted out, 10-
32, 5 Thompson St., Veazie
0100 130 Forest Ave, male hanging out
behind dumpster surprised woman walking her
dog
0524 Noise complaint, 14 1/2 Mill St.,
FAX, Copies, Computers
Typing, Printing, Résumés
Rhinos Copies
153 Park Street, Orono, Maine
866-7141
Loud Music
0828 Noise Problem, 81 Mill St
1748 Info/Paul Lucas, and electrician
called an asked to speak with John Robichaud
ref an electrical problem at Dryden Terr. He
advised there are 10 Apts without electricity and
he wanted John's opinion/concurrans to make a
temporary fisc. I advd. him that John lived in
Newbury and we do not have his home phone
number.
Capt. Martin suggested trying to contact
Peter Hall, made contact and will have Mr.
Lucas call him. Apts. affected are on Fernald
Rd/ odd numbered apts 1 thru 17
2122 Ambulance requested, 86 Mill St.
2154 Citizen Assist, 2 Washburn Place
2315 Burning smell, 4th floor Aroostock
Hall
2329 People practicing tuba across the
street from 212 Main st., noise complaint.
•
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• Heist
N.H. lawyer
investigates
murder/theft
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — Attorney
General Jeffrey Howard is asking the state
to approve $85,000 in additional funds to
help prosecution efforts in last month's dou-
ble murder and armored car heist in Hudson.
"The investigation to date of these un-
precedented homicides has greatly strained
the investigative resources of the state po-
lice and the legal and support staff of the
criminal justice bureau," Howard said in a
request to the state Executive council.
The Executive Council is expected to
consider the request at a meeting at The
Mount Washington Hotel in Bretton Woods
on Wednesday.
If approved, the money would be used to
hire a part-time legal secretary for nine
months, cover increased pay and benefits
for existing lawyers and investigators, and
staff support in all three areas.
"We are actively pursuing federal mon-
ey to match this request to provide addition-
al resources for these major crimes," Howard
said.
Make a
contribulion to
life after death.
'ME AMERICAN HEART
ASS(LIATION
MEMORIAL. ITU ;RAM
American
Heart
Association
This space provided as a public service
Silo Seven
"A most unusual Bookstore"
7 BOMARC RD BANGOR ME 04401-2623
IT 942-5590
Silo Seven...
promoting conscious living through
New & Recycled Wisdom Literature  and
supporting the many paths to spiritual oneness
within ourselves and all that exists throughout
the planet and universe.
Enjoy tea/coffee in the conversation or
reading area as you browse our unique
selection.
We are located on the Old Bomarc Missile Site
in one of the twenty-eight launching silos for
the Bomarc Ballistic Missile that have been
recycled for peaceful use.
195 Rt 15 North
Exit Broadway
48
Silo
Seven
-a
60
‘9,133marc Rd InBodL raricar77,'""
Parker4
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TODAY'S WEATHER:
Chance of morning rain... Otherwise mostly cloudy. Highs 60
to 65.
THURSDAY'S WEATHER:
Showers likely. Lows in the lower to mid 50's. Highs in the
lower to mid 60's.
• ROTC
Commanding general
to visit UMaine
By Robert Turkington
Staff Writer
For the first time in nearly seven years,
the commanding general of the Army ROTC
is coming to the University of Maine.
Brig. Gen. Thomas J. Konitzer is set to
arrive Wednesday evening, Sept. 29, and
will be staying until Thursday.
Konitzer, a veteran of Vietnam, gradu-
ated from the College of St. Thomas in St
Paul, Minn. He also holds a Master of
Science Degree from Shippensburg Uni-
versity, PA. Konitzer has served in numer-
ous high-level positions including the As-
sistant Division Commander 101st Air-
borne Division and Deputy Commander of
the U.S. Army Aviation Center and School.
Members of UMaine' s ROTC program
expressed their excitement about his trip in
an interview on Monday.
"To actually sit down in the same room
with a general officer and hear what they
have to say, it's sort of like listening to the
president of IBM or even the president of the
university," Capt. Joe Burns said.
Burns said it had been at least four years
since a general officer of ROTC has visited
UMaine. He said Maine's distance from the
command offices sometimes makes things
difficult for cadets and staff, making these
visits special.
"You don't get to see your bosses but
once or twice a year," Burns said. "So any
time you get contact with them and they get
to see that you are doing the right thing from
a cadre perspective it is good for us."
Burns added that Konitzer is probably
the highest commissioned officer most of
the ROTC cadets will ever meet.
"It is a tremendous mentoring process
that not everyone gets to do," Burns said.
"During the first ten years of your career, it
might be something you get to do once or
twice."
Capt. Karl Reed of UMaine's ROTC
program said Konitzer will meet with the
cadre families during his visit to Maine. He
added that Konitzer is a "soldier's type of
general" and he really cares about the ca-
dets.
"Instead of staying behind a desk, he gets
in amongst the cadets," Reed said. "He
Brig. Gen. Thomas J. Konitzer. (Cour-
tesy Photo.)
always wants to talk to them."
Reed added they hoped to discuss pro-
viding more scholarships to UMaine ROTC
cadets and to discuss the changes to the
current scholarship program.
"Hopefully, this will serve as a moral
booster to cadre and the cadets," Reed said.
WANTED
Maine Hockey
Practice and Game
Statisticians
Must be availab e
afternoons and weekends.
Experience preferred,
but we will train you,
if necessary.
Please see Jeanne
at the
UMaine Hockey Office
or call 581-1106.
THERE'S A
BETTER WAY
TO PORTLAND
AND BOSTON.
CONCORD TRAILWAYS
SERVES THE
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE!
Concord Trailways, one of northern New England's largest
intercity bus companies, offers fast, convenient, non-stop
service from Bangor to Portland, with continuing non-stop
service from Portland to downtown Boston, and connecting
service to Logan International Airport. And now, there's daily
roundtrip service from the University of Maine in Orono,
with additional service Fridays and Sundays!
The comforts of jet
travel for a fraction
of the cost. The things you
like best about flying are here...
fast travel time, a movie, choice
of music channels, big comfort-
able seats, climate control and
even a snack.
Riding Concord
Trailways is as fast
as your car and costs
less. The student fare from
Bangor to Boston (with I.D.) is
just $53 roundtrip! Or travel from
Bangor to Portland for just $30
roundtrip (with I.D.). And, it's just
2-1/4 hours to Portland from
Bangor, or 4-1/4 hours to Bos-
ton. Instead of fighting traffic,
you can read, study, or just relax.
In the heart of
Boston, the modern Concord
Trailways Station is located in
the business district, just across
the street from South Station and
AMTRAK. There's also a "T"
Station with service to most
colleges and universities.
It's good for the
environment. Ride public
transportation and keep the air
in Maine clean and healthy.
Ride from campus.
Concord Trailways stops behind
the Maine Bear at the front en-
trance to the gym on Gym Drive.
No reservations necessary.
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Additional scheduled
service from Bangor
with plenty of free
parking at the Trailways
Station on Rte. 222 (Union
Street). Take 1-95 Exit 47 (Rte.
222/ Ohio Street/ Union Street)
and follow the signs to Bangor
International Airport. Trailways
is on Union Street, between
Wendy's and Midas Muffler,
almost directly across the street
from the airport entrance.
Can we help? Questions?
Call Concord Trailways
TOLL FREE at 1-800-639-5150
seven days a week from 7:00
a.m. to 6:30 p.m. From the
Bangor area call (207)945-4000.
UNIV. of MAINE—BANGOR, ME—PORTLAND, ME—BOSTON, MA—LOGAN AIRPORT, MA
Daily Daily Daily
Friday
and
Sunday
Lv Orono, ME (Univ. of Me.)
Lv Bangor
Arr Portland
An Boston, MA
Arr Logan Airport, MA
— — —
7:15 am
9:25 am
11:25 am
11:45 am
10:45 am
11:15 am
1:25 pm
3:25 pm
3:45 pm
3:15 pm
5:25 pm
7:25 pm
7:45 pm
2:45 pm
3:15 pm
5:25 pm
7:25 pm
7:45 pm
LOGAN AIRPORT, MA—BOSTON, MA—PORTLAND, ME—BANGOR, ME—UNIV. OF MAINE
Daily
Friday
and
Sunday Daily Daily
Sunday
Only
Lv Logan Airport, MA
Lv Boston, MA
Lv Portland, ME
Arr Bangor, ME
Arr Orono, ME (Univ. of Me.)
9:15 am
10:00 am
12:01 pm
2:15 pm
— — —
9:15 am
10:00 am
12:01 pm
(0)2:15 pm
(0)2:45 pm
1:15 pm
2:15 pm
4:15 pm
a 6:30 pm
a 7:00 pm
5:15pm
6:15 pm
8:15 pm
10:30 pm
— — —
5:15 pm
6:15 pm
8:15 pm
(0) 10:30 pm
to) 10:50 pm
D)—Discharge Passengers only.
Timetable effective September 7, 1994.
WHY WOULD ANYONE DRIVE?
CONCORD TRAILWAYS
Tickets Available On Campus At:
HE WINS / Carlson Travel Network
Chadbourne Hall • 581-1400
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• Column
Sex Matters
In honor of RAPE AWARENESS
WEEK I'd like to focus this week's col-
umn on rape.
The college years are a time of new
beginnings - a time of change and discov-
ery. Many students decide the course of
their lives here, and become adults. Un-
fortunately, one reality many face is crime
and physical violence. Women are espe-
cially at risk. In fact, the college years
are the greatest period of risk for rape. A
number of studies have found that 1 in 4
college women have been sexually as-
saulted. Rape is an invisible crime on
campus. Often, the crime goes unreport-
ed. Many experts believe the incidence
of rape is at crisis levels on campuses
across the country.
Often the worst problem is inside our-
selves - our attitudes and mistaken be-
liefs. For instance, many think the typi-
cal rapist is a stranger who leap out from
behind a bush at night. In fact, studies
have revealed that he is more likely to be
an acquaintance you may have met in
class, at a party, or out on your first
date... .4 out of 5 rapes involve people
who know each other.
Just imagine for a moment that the
following news report appeared in our
local newspaper: "Orono police report
that a woman was raped last night at a
party on Main St." What questions or
thoughts immediately come to mind? Un-
fortunately, for many people, questions
are likely to include the following: "What
was she doing at the party?" "Was she
drinking or drunk?" "What was she wear-
ing?" "Was she 'asking for it' by her
dress or behavior?" "Why didn't she
fight back or protest?" This line of ques-
tioning promotes the idea that women are
somehow responsible for the violence that
happens to them. Too few ask: "What
was this man thinking?!" "Why didn't
someone intervene?" Instead, too many
people, uneducated about rape, find fault
with the victim.
It is important to recognize that in our
society rape is often viewed differently
that other crimes. How many crimes do
we question the victim's intent and find
ways to blame the victim and hold them
responsible, rather than the perpetrator?
Until we begin to see and educate our-
selves that rape is an act of violence,
rather than a sexual act or form of seduc-
tion, it will be difficult to change. For
example, we know that men are also raped
by other men in our society. But how
many of us, when hearing about this,
automatically ask the following about
the victim: "What was the guy wearing?"
"Why didn't the guy protest more or fight
back?" "Was the victim intoxicated?"
This, of course, would be ludicrous, but it
provides a clear example of how when
women are raped by men it is somehow a
By Dr.Sandra L. Caron, PhD
sexual act that the victim has some re-
sponsibility for; but when a man is raped
by another man, it is perceived as an act
of violence.
Rape hurts all of us. A culture which
allows rape is a culture based on oppres-
sion. Men are trapped by the roles they
are told to play; women are oppressed by
their fear of being a victim. I hope this
week's activities help raise your aware-
ness about how damaging such attitudes
can be - and how changing attitudes can
create a better world for all of us. Edu-
cate yourself: e.g., attend one of this
week's programs, check out one of the
many good books on rape from the li-
brary, do a class project on rape. Get
involved: Become a member of the uni-
versity rape/sexual assault committee;
volunteer in the community for Rape Re-
sponse Services, for men, join Men
Against Rape. Together, we can work to
change attitudes about rape.
Sandra L. Caron is an Associate Pro-
fessor in the Department of Human De-
velopment and Family Studies. She teach-
es CHF 351: Human Sexuality. Ques-
tions for Dr.. Caron should be sent di-
rectly to the Maine Campus, basement of
Lord Hall. Copyright Sandra L. Caron,
1994.
EXERCISE
DOes Your Heart Good
• Even more smog
Environmentalists
combat smog
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) — Environ-
mental officials from Maine and other
Northeastern states signed a plan Tues-
day aimed at reducing smog-causing
emissions from power plants and large
factories.
The memorandum of understanding
signed by members of the Ozone Trans-
port Commission is part of an effort to
curb smokestack industry emissions of
nitrogen oxide, a primary ingredient in
smog-causing ozone.
A Nov. 15 deadline requires states to
submit plans demonstrating how they will
comply with stricter air quality standards
for ozone under the Clean Air Act.
"The OTC has today produced a bal-
anced agreement that will produce major
benefits for air quality, while at the same
time allowing for fine tuning of control
requirements as new scientific studies are
completed," said Arthur Davis, chairman
of the commission and head of the Penn-
sylvania Department of Environmental Re-
sources.
Nitrogen oxide emissions have pre-
viously received little attention in the
federally mandated battle against
ozone.
Under the agreement, power plants
and other major stationary sources of
pollution in three regional zones will be
required to cut emissions starting in May
1999. New emissions standards will vary
in strictness by zone.
Two of the most popular bundles
on campus this year.
Now you can really clean up when you buy a select Macintosh Performa: For
a limited time, it comes bundled with a unique new student software set available only
from Apple. It's all the software you're likely to need in college. You'll get software that
takes you through every aspect of writing papers, the only personal organizer/calendar
created for your student lifestyle and the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line
Macintosh Performa 636 4/250,
Apple Color Plus 14" Display, AppleDesign`
Keyboard and mouse.
Only $1,399. Or about $23 a montbt
Macintosh Performa 636 8/250 with
CD-ROM, Apple' Color Plus 14" Display,
AppleDesign' Kotboard and mouse.
only $1,699. Or about $28 a month?
research resources. Plus ClarisWorks, an intuitive, integrated package with a spreadsheet,
word processor, database and more. Buy a select Performa with CD-ROM, and you'll
also get a multimedia library of essential reference tools. And now, with an Apple #
Computer Loan, you can own a Macintosh for less than a dollar a
day.' It's the power every student needs. The power to be your best: plelt
Visit Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall or call 581-2580
Offer expires October 17, 1994; available only while supplies last. ©1994 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, Performa and She paler to be your bed" are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. AppleDesign is a trademark oppple Co , Inc. ClarisWorks is a
registered trademark of Claris Corporation. 'An estimate based on an Apple Computer loan of $1,480.42 for the Performa 636, and $1,797.88 for the Performa 636 uith CD-ROM system shown above. Prices and loan amounts are subject to change uithout notice. See your Aple Campus Reseller
sentative for current system prices A 5.5% loan origination fee will be added to the requested loan amount. The interest rate is variable, based on the commercial Raper rate plus 5.35%. For the month of August, 1994. the interest rate rests 10.10%, with an APR of 11.36%. 8-year loan with 
no pr
or r4f)re.
ment penalty. The monthly payment shown assumes no deferment of principal or interest. Students may defer principal payments up to 4 years. or anti/ graduation. Deferment will change your monthly, „ 'Merits. e Co titer Loan is susubjectto credit •  ePay
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Arts
• Arts exhibit
&Entertainment
"Small Offerings" a small wonder
By R. David Tibbetts
Staff Writer
"Small Offerings" by David Wilson,
on display at the Hole in the Wall Gal-
lery, proves the popular cliché that good
things come in small packages.
The exhibit is a collection of thirty-
six canvas paintings. "Small" is the op-
erative word. The largest of the canvass-
es is only about 18"x20" while the small-
est are no more than 5"x6". What these
works lack in overall size, however, they
largely make up for in imagination and
color.
Wilson apparently takes his inspira-
tion from a multitude of sources. Several
of his paintings, including "Prince's
Cypher," "Full Imperial," and "Shield"
are heavily influenced by the style of
artwork typified by the Middle Ages.
• TV scam
Northern Exposure
concept "hot"
property
By John Horn
AP Entertainment Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The concept
for "Northern Exposure" was lifted from
a screenwriter and the show's distributor
must pay him $7.3 million in damages, a
Superior Court jury ruled Monday.
The jury found that MCA Inc. and its
Universal City Studios unfairly helped
develop writer Sandy Veith' s 1981 script
"Coletta" into what eventually became
the CBS hit drama series "Northern Ex-
posure," which debuted in July 1990.
Both "Coletta" and "Northern Ex-
posure," are about a New York doctor
whose medical school tuition is paid for
by another party.
In "Coletta," it is the residents of a
small town. In "Northern Exposure" it
is the state of Alaska. In both scripts, the
doctor travels to a new location far out-
side the big city to pay off the debt and
encounters various eccentric characters.
The lawsuit didn't specify where Coletta
would be located.
Veith's lawyers contended that the
story line of their client's screenplay was
"virtually identical" to the story line of
"Northern Exposure."
Veith wrote the "Coletta" script while
under contract at Universal. Several net-
works expressed interest in the project,
but it was not produced, the lawsuit said.
The jury was convinced that Univer-
sal executives familiar with the concept
conveyed its ideas to Joshua Brand and
John Falsey around 1988 while the Emmy
Award-winning writing pair were under
contract at Universal, said Glen Kulik, an
attorney for Veith.
Brand and Falsey, whose credits in-
clude "I'll Fly Away" and "St. Else-
where," soon after created "Northern
Exposure."
Louis Petrich, an attorney for MCA
See EXPOSURE page 13
"X," in particular, is a good example
of this influence. This miniscule canvas
has as its central image the letter X done
in a highly-decorative manner such as
one might find within the pages of a
Medieval tome.
Other paintings represent the influ-
ence of Eastern culture in Wilson's work.
"Oriental Poppy" is only the most obvi-
ous example. Giveaway title aside, the
painting is full of delicate and seemingly
fragile symbols that strike one as being
distinctly Oriental in nature. Similar im-
ages can be found in "The Garden" and
"The Flowering."
In some of his works, Wilson makes
interesting use of the more commonplace.
"Nailed" is a very small canvas on which
is painted nothing but row after row of
small nails. "Barbed" puts forth the im-
age of a tiny tuft of fibers snared on a
concentric circles as their primary im-
age. Even "A Good Hand" uses the same
pattern on the back of one of the cards.
While Wilson attempts to do something
different with this pattern in each paint-
ing, it isn't quite enough to dispel the
sense of repetitiveness.
"Small Offerings" is a good exhibit, if
not a great one. In any case, it is just right
for the Hole in the Wall Gallery where
people can pop in and out as they please
and where they can form their own opin-
ions about David Wilson and his work.
length of barbed wire.
"A Good Hand" presents a bird's-eye
view of five playing cards laid out on a
blue-patterned background that might be
a tablecloth. What makes "A Good Hand"
so ironic is that all five cards are lying
face-down so we can't see what they are.
Certain works tend to stand out for
their non-conformity to the rest of the
exhibit. "Shepard" is a very nice exam-
ple. The dominant image is of a thorny
plant that has grown in the shape of a
traditional shepherd's crooked staff.
Upon closer inspection, it can be seen
that one of the thorns is red where, per-
haps, it has recently drawn blood. A sim-
ple image, but strangely captivating.
Admittedly, Wilson tends to repeat
certain patterns in several of his paint-
ings. "Sunrise on Sunset," "Winter," and
"Ring of Fire" all have a pattern of
Les Raye chooses a disc at WMEB. You can catch Les at 10 a.m., Tuesdays on WMEB. For this week's top 35, see p. 13
(Lachowski Photo.)
• Man-eating mom
Kollege Kult Klassix Korner
By Monique Gibouleau
Staff Writer
"Mom", a very unique thriller, cer-
tainly wastes no time at all in getting
right into things. This is the only movie
I've ever seen where the guy brings the
hooker home to meet his mom. This is
just one of those movies that you can see
with a basically responsible adult and
you can both laugh really, really hard.
Here's the plot: there is this guy named
Nester De' Ville and there have been a
number of weird and brutal murders of
young women in his town. Coincidental-
ly, Nester is a flesheater, and he is really,
really neat.
So anyway, Nester goes to rent a room
in the home of Emily Dwyer (played
brilliantly by Jeanne Bates.) She's a
sweet little lady, not unlike everyone's
fantasy grandma. This woman is so cute
that she could star in Depends advertise-
ments, if you get my drift. Anyway, she
thinks that Nester is blind and takes him
in and tries to feed him a welcoming
dinner. Nester's response to that is, "I eat
out. I always eat out."
Well, Emily would have been safe but
she pushed her luck and tried to get him
to eat, thus she gets attacked. But he
doesn't eat her. He helps her to bed and
takes care of her all week, until she's all
better, sort of. (well, better off than her
hounding TV reporter son, Clay)
So Mom and Nester go out, find a
bum, take him out to dinner. (Watch that
window scene, it's a riot.) Then, accom-
panied by hysterical sound effects, they
eat the guy. The sight of Mom with blood
dripping down her chin is more than
enough hilarity for one night. Clay sees
this and the resulting puke sound got a 10
in my book.
Naturally, a classic fight scene devel-
ops between Nester and Clay. Emily,
trying to save her son, jumps on Nester's
back with the sudden agility of Shannon
Miller. Ah, well, the benefits of becom-
See MOM page 13
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• New releases
On Video
PCU
20th Century Fox Home Video
By Amy Farrell
Staff Writer
Have you had enough of all the polit-
ical correctness that overshadows nor-
mal college life? Well, you haven't seen
the half of it if you haven't seen "PCU".
"PCU" starts out as a seemingly typ-
ical college movie. High school senior
Tom Lawrence, played by Chris Young,
is spending a weekend at the Port Chester
University campus to help make that oh-
so-difficult decision of where he's going
to spend the next four (or more) years of
his life. We quickly find out, however,
that PCU is not your typical college cam-
pus.
After arriving at the school, Tom soon
discovers that Port Chester University is
probably the most politically correct
school on the face of the earth. Gangs of
protestors line the lawns of the campus in
support of everything from gay rights to
animal rights. The "womynist" group, a
clan of manly feminists, stands by a tree
and verbally attacks any man that dares
to look at the group. Even the fraternity
house where Tom stays is no longer a
fraternity because Greek life was banned
from the campus in the mid-sixties.
To make matters worse for the visit-
COOK, DANE
ing pre-frosh, Tom somehow manages to
turn the entire student body against him
when he accidentally unplugs the one
cord that supplies power to the entire
computer cluster. Coincidentally, the
cluster was where all the seniors had
been working on their theses.
After doing this, the rather petite prep-
pie befriends all the big, burly guys who
occupy the house he is staying in. He
helps them throw a party so they can
raise, in one night, the $7,500 they need
to pay off all of their house-damage ex-
penses.
Sound a little hard to believe? Well, to
tell you the truth, this whole movie is a
little unbelievable.
When renting "PCU" I certainly didn't
expect an intelligent storyline, but I was
at least hoping for a few good laughs.
Unfortunately, this film doesn't even have
that to offer.
David Spade brought a bit of comic
relief to the madness, playing an uptight
campus know-it-all that everybody loves
to hate, but even he wasn't at his best. To
be perfectly honest with you, I liked him
better in those silly 1-800-COLLECT
commercials.
A chuckle here, a giggle there, but for
the most part "PCU" is a dud. If you come
across it on the video rack this weekend,
I say don't bother. Do yourself a
favor.. .pass by "PCU" and pick up "An-
imal House" instead.
September 30
9PM
Damn Yankee
COTTER, TOM
Icor cria-rielia col law...it latc,x---
DESCRIPTION:
will be seen creating riotous stomach-aching fun at the Damn Yankee,
Friday,September 30, at 9:00pm. Cook and Cotter arc considered
armed with super ha-has and dangerously funny. If seen committing any
acts of seriousness, contact local authorities.
Dane Cook:
"Dane's one-man show unleashes a
rapid-6rc outrageous 1-0-Jinks,
forehead slapping insights and
hilarious bursts of insanity that speak
to his generation and beyond." Pretty
Polly Productions
Tom Cotter:
"Hysterical!" Kevin McHale, Celtics
"...a sick man." Cam Neely, Bruins
"I'm not amused." Step-mother
$1 w/student ID, $3 all others
Sponsored by: The Union Board: Diversions,
A Division of Student Affairs 581-1735
• TV wars
NBC tries to thwart Fox expansion
WASHINGTON (AP) — NBC says
efforts by Fox to acquire an NBC affiliate
in Wisconsin raises serious questions
about its rival's compliance with federal
limits on the number of TV stations one
company can own.
The network is contesting the transfer
of WLUK-TV, Green Bay, currently a
NBC affiliate and part of a larger Fox
acquisition deal. A favorable ruling on
the WLUK dispute could cast uncertain-
ty on the rest of Fox's plan.
NBC said Fox and partner Savoy Pic-
tures Entertainment Inc., which have set
up an entity to acquire WLUK and three
other stations for $268 million, have failed
to supply federal regulators with ade-
quate financial and ownership informa-
tion.
That information, NBC said in an Aug.
23 petition filed with the Federal Com-
munications Commission, is necessary
to determine whether the deal complies
with federal ownership restrictions.
Those restrictions limit the number of
TV stations one, company can hold na-
tionwide to 12. They also restrict the
financial stake a foreign company can
take in a media company to 25 percent.
The FCC must approve all license
transfers.
Under the plan, Fox TV Stations is
putting up 58 percent of the financing to
acquire all four stations, Savoy is putting
in 41 percent, and Savoy's two princi-
pals, Victor Kaufman and Lew Korman,
•
the remaining 1 percent. Fox officials
said the two principals will hold all vot-
ing control.
Given this arrangement, Fox says, the
four stations will not count towards its 12
station limit. Fox says it currently owns
10 stations, with pending arrangements
for two more.
NBC said WLUK should count to-
ward the 12-station cap.
'It is critical that the commission
make clear whetherunder its rules a par-
ty such as Fox which appears to have
such an enormous financial stake and
risk-bearing role in a venture ... can still
claim that the station does not 'count'
against its numerical ownership limits.
Such a position would appear to defy
common sense, rational public policy
and years of commission precedent,"
NBC said.
NBC suggested the arrangement is an
attempt by Fox and Savoy to sidestep
federal regulations. They "may be seek-
ing to informally rewrite the FCC's
rules," the network said.
Fox denied this and said its plan is
consistent with federal regulations.
NBC also asked the FCC to examine
whether the plan violates foreign owner-
ship restrictions. "Both Fox and Savoy
have significant alien ownership," the
network said, but did not elaborate in its
filing.
Fox officials said the plan does not
violate foreign ownership restrictions.
WASTED
YOUTH.
lONLY YOU S.or CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRE 
COFFEE HOUR
Meet other non-traditional students. COFFEE provided
for older students to relax and enjoy each other.
THURSDAYS
3:15 PM
NUTTER (COMMUTER) LOUNGE
MEMORIAL UNION
Desert once a month
AkhesabERQUA__
THE LONGEST FASTEST DETACHABLE IN THE EAST!
A
College Season Pass
$29 9until 10-12-94
sugarloaf/usa
Available-Athletic Ticket Office
Alfond Sports Arena
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Exposure from page 11
and Universal, said Brand and Falsey
developed "Northern Exposure" inde-
pendently, and based it in part on the
real-life experiences of a friend of
theirs.
He said the similarities between the
stories were "sheer coincidence."
An appeal was being considered, Pet-
rich said.
The large jury award includes com-
pensation owed Veith for the show and
a monetary calculation of how his ca-
reer would have benefited from being
associated with its creation. Veith's pro-
fessional credits include "The Jeffer-
sons," "Good Times" and "Love, Sid-
ney."
Brand and Falsey, credited as the cre-
ators of "Northern Exposure," were not
named as defendants in the breach of
contract lawsuit because Veith did not
Mom from page 11
ing a supernatural being...
After a while, Mom gets hungry. You
always know she's hungry regardless of
whether or not she is on screen. Sudden-
ly, out of the silence, come atomic-sound-
ing, gastronomical growlings from Mum-
my's tummy. She hits the streets and
tries to arouse a bum, who is actually an
undercover cop looking for the person
responsible for all the brutal murders
about town. "Crazy old lady, she was
ready to take me home for dinner," he
says, surely not suspecting exactly how
close to the truth he was. Mom puts up a
GREAT show in this scene, playing
against the cop like a linebacker in the
Super Bowl.
Meanwhile, her son Clay is grap-
pling with the fact that his Mom is actu-
ally a psycho, immortal, flesheating crea-
ture who is killing people everywhere.
(Cool, I bet you wish your mom could
do that.) After finding a bunch of bodies
buried in the backyard he yells at Mom
and sends her to her room in tears, and
locks her in. After a while Mom gets
hungry again and with a Linda-Blair-
esque voice pronounces as she pounds
on the door, "I'm your mother, God-
dammit!" But Clay does what he feels is
right.
He gets a hooker. He brings her home
to Mom. Enough said.
The next day, Mom, her yellow eyes
disguised by the hooker's blue con-
tacts, convinces Clay that she is all
right. So when her wench of a daughter
comes to visit there doesn't seem to be
a problem.
As the movie progresses further,
things get more confusing and more dis-
gusting and only a little more laughable
(like when Clay makes a hairspray
flamethrower and tries unsuccessfully to
demolish his mother and ties her to the
bed so she can't go out and eat more
people.)
Of course there was a dramatic and
climactic ending. (Aren't there always?)
And then it was finished, just over ninety
minutes after it began. And by that time,
we'd had just about enough.
WMEB TOP 35
1. Luscious Jackson
2. Sugar
3. Killing Joke
4. Ellis Paul
5. Shawn Colvin
6. Tab Benoit
7. Victoria Williams
8. Spinning Jenny
9. God and Texas
10. The Samples
11. Rustic Overtones
12. Neil Young Sz. Crazy Horse
13. Jesus & Mary Chain
14. Moist
15. Samiam
16. Toadies
17. V.A.
18. The Pondering
19. V.A.
20. Front Line Assembly
21. Judybats
22. V.A.
23. Barenaked Ladies
24. Blonde Redhead
25. Christian Death
26. Youth Gone Mad
27. The Fatima Mansions
28. V.A.
29. The Grip Weeds
30. Small 23
31. Zuzu's Petals
32. 360's
33. Band de Soleil
34. Duke Robillard
35. Widespread Panic
Natural Ingredients
File Under: Easy Listening
Pandemonium
Stories
Cover Girl
What I Live For
Selections From Youth
Spinning Jenny
Double Shot
Autopilot
Shishboombam
Sleeps With Angels
Stoned & Dethrones
Silver
Clumsy
Rubberneck
Propaganda
The Pondering
Natural Born Killers
Millenium
Full-Empty
Fast Track to Nowhere
Maybe You Should Drive
Blonde Redhead
Sexy Death God
Day Job
Popemobile
You Got Lucky:Tom Petty Trib.
House of Vibes
Toastmaster
The Music of Your Life
Strawberry Stone
Redemption Dream
Temptation
Ain't Life Grand
The University of Maine College Democrats
and
State Senator John Baldacci
Candidate for Congress
Welcome
Secretary of Interior
Bruce Babbitt
for a
Forum on Environmental Policy
with Guest Speaker Stewart Smith,
Professor of Sustainable Agriculture
Thursday, September 29
3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Maine Center for the Arts
Bodwell Lounge
College Democrats
OF AMERICA
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Editorial Pare
• Column
Fall on the Doe
Road
By Malcolm Smith
Fall arrived this week, quietly, without any fanfare. Fall needs
no special hoopla, it is its own celebration.
When the leaves on the trees start changing to their autumn colors, it is an understate-
ment to call those colors "beautiful," but other words are not forthcoming.
The UMaine campus gets a few splashes of fall color, but it is not the same as
getting out in the country and immersing yourself in the foliage. Everyone has a
favorite place, and if that place is in the woods, this time of year makes it only more
scenic.
Grace Metalious, the underappreciated author of the New England -based novel
"Peyton Place," wrote of a special place that her main character Allison enjoyed, a
place in the woods that she thought no one else knew about, off from "Roads' End."
"She ran to the edge of the field and sat down, resting her back against a wide-
trunked tree, and then looked back on the field of goldenrod. Slowly, a wonderful
feeling of being the only living person in the whole world filled her. Everything was
hers, and there was no one to spoil it for her, no one to make anything less peaceful
and true and beautiful than it was right at this moment. She sat for a long time not
moving, letting the feeling of happiness settle into a comforting warmth in the pit of
her stomach, and when she stood up and began to walk through the woods again, she
touched the trees and bushes in her passing as if caressing the hands of old friends."
In Allison's secret place, she was able to sit and look over the town below her. There is
a place like this in the town of Sandy Point, about 45 miles east from here. In Sandy Point,
there is a big hill with no proper name. A grass covered path through the woods, called the
"Doe Road" by locals, traverses a good portion of this hill.
Along the Doe Road is an old road sign nailed to a tree pointing to Bar Harbor and
Ellsworth. The sign looks like it has been there for a while.
Following the Doe Road, one passes a deserted camp, a field (where there is a
good chance you will see a doe or a buck,) a few hunting treehouses, and a small
swamp-like waterway. After crossing a man-made dirt road (that leads to the many
sand pits that mar the otherwise scenic area,) you will eventually come upon the
carcass of an old school bus. Anyone who was a Cub Scout or Weeblo or Boy Scout
in Sandy Point has explored this old relic. No one is quite sure how it got there.
Along the Doe Road, not far from the road to the sand pit, on the sheer side of the
hill sits a spot like Metalious described in her book. Calling the view from this place
"beautiful" again would be an understatement. From here one can see the neighbor-
ing towns of Prospect and Stockton Springs, nestled in miles and miles of the
greenery of the woods, speckled with only a stray house here and there.
Allison Mckenzie wondered who walked along Roads' End; the traveler along
Doe Road wonders who walked it, lived on it, or who drove the old school bus on it.
Sadly, the beautiful view held by the spot is being eaten away by a construction
company. Already part of the doe path is missing. A visit late in the summer revealed
less land then at the beginning of the summer, thousands of years of earth and history
taken away, sold for money. One Sandy Point resident prophesied that the dirt road
that dissects the Doe Road will someday be the main road for a housing development.
Grace Metalious is dead, but fall is alive, and visits every year. We should take the
time to appreciate our secret places, because nothing is forever, except maybe fall.
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• Guest column
By F.J. Gallagher
All good people...
Here it is...issue number nine of The Maine Campus, and for a substantial majority of the staff
this ninth issue represents the sum total of their journalistic experience, myself included. This is
in no way an excuse for the oversights and errors that have played across the pages of this
newspaper in the last couple of weeks. Rather, it is an explanation of sorts.
This year, we experienced a near-100 percent turnover in our editorial staff. The only person
on the board with any experience at all is Jason McIntosh, our esteemed news editor and
cartoonist extraordinaire. Everybody else is new. Everybody. From advertising to production,
writers to photographers, we have four people that were here last year. Out of the 21 writers on
staff, only one is a veteran.
The people that are putting in the hours are some of the most dedicated people that you will
ever meet. They are the journalists of the future, because they are the ones getting the experience.
All you wannabes who fancy yourselves writers, thinking you're going to get a job as a reporter
straight out of college are going to find yourself waiting on tables. An editor does not give a rat's
butt how high your GPA was your senior year, or what sorority you were president of. An editor
is going to want to see clips, solid proof that you can put together a story that makes sense. ON
DEADLINE, DAMMIT!
It is not easy.
We received, a letter asking why our editorial staff consists of seven men and one women who
is, as the letter implies, merely an arts editor. As if this position is somehow less demanding or is
of lesser importance.
When I initiated the search for an editorial staff, after being appointed to this position in late
April of last year, I took stock of the personnel who would be returning this year. That consisted
of two people, one of whom was a woman. For reasons of her own, she decided not to take the
position of managing editor that was offered to her.
I began assembling my staff, and of course I wanted to get the most qualified people available.
Of the 15 or so applications that I received, one was from a female.
One.
I did not have the luxury of sitting around waiting for qualified, or even partially qualified,
women to come through the door and express an interest in learning how to run a newspaper. I
needed a staff immediately.
The one women who I felt did have the potential to be a damn good editor did not want the job.
I had to talk her into it, and believe me, it was not easy. However, reason prevailed, and Kristen is
now an important member of the staff.
It does not look any brighter for women obtaining leadership positions here. In order to
become an editor, one must get involved and learn the business. Start with writing, lots of it. Give
up a few of those parties and a lot of those hours spent sleeping, and come down here and practice
putting some words together. Show some initiative, and maybe try and learn something outside of
the classroom.
Of our 21 active staff writers, seven of them are women. I'm not sure what percentage of the
student body is female, but I guarantee you it's more than 33 percent. If students want more
women in editorial positions, then more women need to get involved. An organization that
rewards its members simply for being of the right gender is one that is destined for mediocrity.
Sure, things are tough right now, but compared to the first issue, we have made huge
improvements. We are learning.
Frank Gallagher is the editor of The Maine Campus
'The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of ideas among members
of the university community. Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words. Guest
Columns should be approximately 600 words. Unsigned letters will not be published. All
submissions will be edited for length, taste and libel. Direct inquiries to the Opinion Editor at 581-
1270.
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September 28 throu October 4
Wednesday, September 28
Senior Job Placement Nights • For NTS students who missed the
previous nights • FFA Room, Memorial Union 012:00 noon.
Mtn. Bike Club • Trip to Chick Hill for excellent foliage viewing and a
killer ride • All abilities—just bring your helmet • Meet at
Bumstock Field Parking Lot • 3:30 p.m.
Thursday, September 29
Senior Job Placement Nights • For NTS students who missed the
previous nights • FFA Room, Memorial Union • 12:00 noon.
Socialist and Marxist Studies Luncheon Series • "Interlocking
Oppressions and the Rape Culture: A Feminist
Interpretation". Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• 12:20-1:30 p.m.
Thursday Night at the Ram's Horn • Live music with Car from
Portland • Check them out!! • 8:30 p.m. • Beer with ID
• Free admission.
Thursday Night at the Bear's Den • Live Music with For Mercy
• Also, the Homecoming King and Queen will be
introduced • 9:00 p.m.
Comedy
Cafe
Series
Pane Cook and Tom Cotter
Friday, September 30
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
9:00 p.m.
$1 with UMaine ID
Sponsored by The Union Board: Diversions
Friday, September 30
Anthropology Lecture • "Peopling of South America" • BodweII
Dining Area, MCA • 3:30 p.m.
Not at the Mall Film Series • "The Scent of Green Papaya"
• Hauck Auditorium • 6:30 and 9:15 p.m.
Saturday. October 1 
Movie • "Maverick" • Hauck Auditorium • 6:30 and 9:15 p.m.
Sunday, October 2 
Family Times Trip • To Leonard's Mills for "Living History Days"
• Volunteers in period dress demonstrate tasks typical of
the post-colonial period • Sign up before Sept 30 • Call
1-1820 for more info • Bus leaves from Hauck Circle and
University F'ark at 11:00 a.m.
Not at the Mall
Film Series
"The Scent of Green Papaya"
Hauck Auditorium
Friday, September 30
6:30 & 9:15 p.m.
Monday, October 3
Peace Studies Lecture Series • "Resolving Conflict Where There is
Inequity in ower" • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• 12:15 p.m.
Personalize Your Room Contest • Today is the last day to enter
at your area office • Enter by 4:30 p.m. • Call 1-4580 for
more info.
Tuesday. October 4
Early Morning Coffee Hour • Meet other NTS students • Nutter
Lounge, Memorial Union • 7:30 a.m.
Landlord/Tenant Forum • Representatives from Orono and Old
Town, Student Government, OCB, SL5, and The University
will 17e present to discuss ideas and concerns regarding
housing issues • FFA Room, Memorial Union • 3:15 p.m.
NTS Topics • Women's Health Services • Commuter Lounge,
Memorial Union • 3:30 p.m.
Film • "F'risoner of Akk,6" • A historical look at the Prophet
Bahgu'llAh and the Bahgf faith • Call John at 827-7571 or
Cara at 1-7095 • Location IBA • 7:00 p.m.
Open poetry reading • Sponsored by Maine Review • Ram's Horn
• 8:00 p.m.
Red Star Red Army from Russia
Maine Center for the Arts
Friday, September 30
8:00 p.m.
Athletics
Women's Soccer
• Vs. Brown • 2:00 p.m.
Women's Field Hockey
•Vs. Drexel • 3:00 p.m.
Maine Bound 
September 30—October 2 • Introductory Rock Climbing-Acadia
National Park • Learn the techniques of rock climbing in the
majestic beauty of Acadia National park with the help of an
American Mountain Guide's Association certified rock
guide. Learn techniques for efficient movement, to belay,
rappel and other basics of climbing.
Maine Outing Club
General Meeting • Pot Luck • Wecinesda
Damn Yankee
Friday Afternoon Adventure • CA
Falls
Weekend Trip • Camp out/Hike
For more info on these events, ca
Religion 
The Wilson Center
73 ,t
r▪ -6 le
• Worship and Celebration followed by a light supper of
homemade soup with bread • Sundays at the
Wilson Center • 5:00 p.m.
• Ecumenical Bible study • Wednesdays in the Davis Room,
Memorial Union • 12:15-1:00 p.m.
• "A Taste of Home" • Thursdays at the Wilson Center
• 5:30-6:30 p.m. • $2 donation.
Newman Center • Weekly Mass schedule
Sunday • 9:30 a.m. • Newman Center
• 11:15 a.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• 5:30 p.m. • Confessions • Newman Center
• 6:15 p.m. • Newman Center
Monday—Thursday • 4:45 p.m. • Newman Center
Food 
Soup Kitchen • Nightly vegeta riafl aj rved wi
fruit, yogurt, tea and juice • All you can eat
• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union • 5:00—V:50 p.
Wednesday: Enchiladas
Thursday: Tempeh Kabobs
Monday: Broccoli & Rice Au Gratin
Tuesday: Spinach Fettuccini & Veggie whte sauce
Exhibits
The Children of Fulton Street • Through October 10 • Graphics
Gallery, Memorial Union
Our Roads Converged • Through October 23 • Hauck Auditorium
Gallery, Memorial Union
David Wilson: Small Offerings • Through November 5 • Hole in the
Wall Gallery, Memorial Union
Robert 5hetterly Paintings: Proverbs of Hell • Through
November 4 • Carnegie Hall Gallery
"Riders of the Asian Steppes: Saddlery from the Nicholas M.
5algo Collection" • Through October 1 • Hudson
Museum, MCA
Rape
Awareness Week
September 28 
Men's Pledge of Alliance • Library steps • 12:15 p.m.
UMaine Responds to Rape • Bangor Lounge • 2:30 p.m.
Keynote by Kate Koestner • 100 Corbett Hall • 7:00 p.m.
September 29 
Interlocking Oppressions & the Rape Culture
• Bangor Lounge • 12:20 p.m.
Man to Man, Working together to Stop Rape
• Bangor Lounge • 5:00 p.m.
September 30 
Maine Opoinions: A panel discussion
• Bangor Lounge • 12 noon
Rape Awareness Committee open meeting
• Bangor Lounge • 1:30 p.m.
11745C14 .
Weekly Meetings
Wednesday
Landscape Horticulture Club • 118 Deering Hall • 12:00 noon.
Nutrition Club • 28 Merrill Hall • 3:00 p.m.
Maine Outing Club • See middle section for details • Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union • 7:30 p.m.
The Union Board: Diversions • Anyone interested in campus
entertainment is invited to attend • Totman Lounge,
Memorial Union • 6:30 p.m.
Mtn. Bike Club • Group rides are every Mon. Wed, and Fri at 4:00
p.m. beginning from the bumstock field • Meetings are in the
Memorial Union, Room 102 • 7:00 p.m.
College Republicans • Help elect candidates at UMaine • Get
involved • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • 8:00 p.m.
Thursday
Non-Traditional Student's Coffee Hour • Commuter Lounge,
Memorial Union • 3:15 p.m.
Wilde-Stein Club • Wilde-Stein is a group dedicated to the
concerns and planning of activities for gay, lesbian, and
bi-sexual students • Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
• 6:30 p.m.
College Democrats • Call Gwyneth at 866-4748 for more info
• FFA Room, Memorial Union • 7:00 p.m.
Nordic Ski Club • Call 1-6507 for more info • 1921 Room, Memorial
Union • 7:00 p.m.
The Maine Event • The Campus Crusade for Christ is looking for
people interested in a variety of activities for spiritual
growth • For more info, call 866-2830 • E3angor Lounge,
Memorial Union • 7:30 p.m.
Friday
International Coffee Hour • End your week with relaxed
conversation, intercultural programs, international holiday
celebrations, or discussions of international topics • For
more info call 1-2905 • bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• 4:00 p.m.
Blade Society • Fencing, fun, and foolishness • Call Andy at
1— 6472 for more info • Memorial Gym • 6:30-8:30 p.m.
Sunday
UMaine Radio Club • Everyone is welcome • Basement of
Merrill Hall • 1:00 p.m.
Monday
Maine Vocals • A non-profit organization dedicated to ending
Cannabis Hemp prohibition in the state of Maine • All are
welcome • For more info call 827-1636 • Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union • 6:00 p.m.
UMaine Green Party • Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union • For more
info call 1-6356 • 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday
Maine Peace Action Committee • New members are welcome
• Virtue Room, Maples building • 4:00 p.m.
Blade Society • Fencing, fun, and foolishness • Call Andy at 1-
6472 for more info • Memorial Gym • 6:30-8:30 p.m.
UMaine Video Club • 106E Lord Hall • 7:00 p.m.
BahA'i Club • Firesides on global and spiritual issues • Call John
at 827-7571 or Cara at 1-7095 • Location TE3A
• 7:00 p.m.
ST------,--
?Nuts Food Cooperative, locat ri merit of ,,•urne Hail bring-5 organip foods and beer brewing supplies to the
University and its community. r uts is the place where you can buy organic food at1)4770above cost. Come down to the coop
and find out what it is all about. Membership is 55.00 for the whole year and we require one hour of work forsthe co-op a month.
Everyone is welcome to join. We ar'e\ren on Wednesdays from 12:00-2:00 p.m. and Fridays fr rn 12:00-5:00 p.m. (depending on
the help we get) and variable times i: 3riForm.r info call 1-11/9.
_,..
The Campus Crier is a service provided by ASAF Media Services for students at the University of
Maine. It is a student-run calendar listing information on artistic, educational and spiritual programs. It
offers free listings for all student-related events and activities. Don't miss out on our service.
It just might push you over the edge. Send us your stuff today! Send all submissions or questions in the
direction of Ryan Leclerc, Coordinator, The Campus Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or call at 581-4359. You
may also EMail ryanieclerc@voyager.umeres.maine.edu. The deadline is the Monday before the listings
appear.
MEDIA SERVICES
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Editorial Pare
TNIS 111141.110116Ril WORM. by TOM TOMORROW
THIS WiciDERN WORLD" HAS. BEEN GETTING A
LOT OF rAAiL LATELY Filo/A CONSERVATIVES WHO
SEEM To RE ANGRY AT US FOR THINGS BILL
cidArrom HAS DoNE...THEY oFTEN LUMP US IN-
To THE AMORPHOUS CATEGORY OF YOU LIB-
ERALS," WHICH APPARENTLY ENCOMPASSES
ANYONE To THE LEFT OF, SAT, Doe 0040---
sPARtcy, you'RE
DOING A GREAT
.toet SPREADING
OUR. RADICAL LEFT
WING PROPAGANDA!
THANKS SILL! LISTEN,
S'VE GOT TO RUN
s'YA MEETING LLOYD
BENTSEN -To DISCUSS
1I4E ovERTHRoul
OF' CADITALISNI!
114 FACT, WE HAVE To ADMIT—IT'S PRETTY
DARNED (IMPAIR THAT 1-1.1E NATION'S Goa-
PoRATE-OWNED MEDIA ARE So -410Rousinze
DoMINATED BY LEFT-WING VOICES SUCH AS
OURS.--
wwy-- CoNSERYA11 VES CAN BARELY &sr
A WoR.D iN EDGEWISE!
oF COURSE. WE. CAN'T BLAME READERS OF
DIFFERING PoLiTICAL PERSUASIONS FOR. FEEL-
ING TNREATENED By THIS CA.RrooN... SOME.-
TIMES WE OURSELVES ARE A LITTLE OVER-
WHELmED 'TUE AWESOME PoWEA WE WIELD-.
BAD NEWS, SIR--
-Ram ToNtoRRoW HAS
MADE OUR CORPOR-
ATION THE TARGET
OP ONE OF 1-I15
BITINGLy CLEVER
CARTOONS!
DAMPS WE MIGHT
AS WELL GIVE UP
NOW-- WE DoN•T
STAND A CHANCE
AGAINST HIS
CAUSTIC WIT
YES, IT'S CERTAINLY A ONE-SIDED DE-
BATE...WRICH IS WHY, AS A PUBLIC
SERVICE TO OUR LoNu-Su FEE:2 I NG
CONSERVATIVE READERS. WERE HAP-
PY lb PRESENT THE FOLLOWING READ
TO-MAIL COUPON—DENOUNCING THIS
VERY cARTooL
-..-1141.1 <INV
DEAR EDI/13R:
HOW DARE YOU PRINT THE. OPINIONS OF
TOPA ToonoRRoIN? THEY ARE AT VARIANCE
WITH MY OWN!
YOU LIBERALS!
SIGNED: 
  AP. /NAIL.. 
4
On the Record...
"A quiet tax revolt is in the air. Citizens are
in danger of losing their homes while local
government borrows, taxes and spends."
- Carol Palesky, president of The Maine Taxpayers Action Network, in a
prepared statement, on the reason for her group's attempt to place a
referendum on the 1995 ballot, limiting real and personal taxes.
"The 42nd Bomb Wing mission here is com-
plete."
- Col. Robert J Pavelko, the last Loring Air Force Base commander, at
the bases closing ceremony Monday.
"We are not partners. It is we who say what
we expect from them. It is we who have 15,000
troops on the ground."
-Taped message by U.S. Embassy Spokesman Stanley Schrager, played
repeatedly on Radio Metropole, the leading radio station of Haiti's
capitot
"Five dollars a day doesn't quite make it."
0.1 Simpson trial lawyer, on the pay that the case's jurors will receive.
"He would be cutting off his nose to spite
his face."
- CBS News vice president Lane Venardos, on Judge Lance Ito's threat to
discontinue media coverage of the 0.1 Simpson trial.
"He is living the last chapter."
-Italian Cardinal Achilli Silvestrini, on the medical condition of the
pope.
"We have this empty space here."
- Production manager of The Maine Campus when confronted with a tiny
empty space.
• Guest column
Non-trads in toyland
By Dirk Vin love
Someone might as well tattoo "Non-trad" on my forehead and get it over with. I
have nightmares of falling to my knees on judgement day and ripping my shirt open to
expose the flaming brand on my breast while 400 white people with dreadlocks chant
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young lyrics.
The worst thing is I think I'm off the end of the Non-trad scale. I'm not even a
student, my wife is, and a graduate student at that. Shun me 0 foolish undergrads for
I look like your parents!
The worst thing is that I wander campus in a cloud, wondering if I've been here
before. I'm beginning to believe college towns exist in some long strange time warp
aligned mystically with what Deadheads call the Phil Zone.
What humors me the most is how little has changed in the six or seven years
since I spent a lot of my parents money on beer and toys under the guise of scholarly
pursuit. It wasn't that long ago that I too wore ripped jeans and faded concert T-
shirts under a $200 Patagonia jacket. I even attached my coffee mug to a North Face
rock climbing pack with an old carbiner. Why use an ordinary book bag when
technical outdoor gear is available?
To my great dismay, much of the music seems to have stayed the same as well. I don't
know what to feel anymore when I hear The Doors blasting from one of the 64 units
crammed into what was once a single family home that I live in. My only regret is I could
have made a Icilling selling all my old Guatemalan tapestries outside the library if I could
have kept track of them in the dozen moves I made since graduation.
Music and ironic dress choices aside, my favorite aspect of college towns is the
cars. Where else do you find 1,000 versions of Mom and Dad's three-year old Subaru
Wagon plastered with "I'm Pro-choice and I Vote," or "Live Simply so Others May
Simply Live" buzzing around.
Living away from Universities gives you an appreciation for 15-year old muffl-
erless pickups flying the flag of "100 percent NRA." At least I never see the three old
pickups in town fire up to make the two mile drive from downtown Orono to campus.
Maybe those fancy shocks I see on mountain bikes prevent them from being used as
commuter vehicles. More likely, actually riding a bike or walking to campus might
mess up the carefully preened penniless waif look so popular today.
See how out of it I am? I sound like the universal old crony saying, "These kids
these days don't know anything!" But they do, and I admire the sparks of true
creativity I see while strolling about.
I even like the scratchy Traffic tapes blasted at 1 a.m. on Saturday. I just hope all my
neighbors like National Public Radio cranked way up on Sunday morning just as well.
Dirk Vinlove has been a journalist for the past four years and is a new resident
o Orono.
Letters
• High cost of campus living
To the Editor
I am writing this letter in response to the article which appeared in the September 16
edition of The Maine Campus. The article, entitled "Prices, advantages of on/off campus
living compared," stated that the cost of living based on double occupancy is $1,211 per
student per semester. This breaks down, says Mr. Teunisen, to $302 per month. This,
however, is not entirely accurate. You see, there are eighteen weeks that a student is
allowed to stay on campus, including finals week. This turns out to be 126 days. When
subtracting scheduled breaks, however, when students are forced to leave campus, that is
115 days. When divided by 30 (number of days in one month), that comes out to be 3.83
months, making the total amount per person per month $316.18. Perhaps this does not
sPfrn like too significant a difference from the original figure. $14.18, however, will
cover the monthly phone charge in most Maine towns, for example.
The article goes on to quote Ray Moreau as saying that "telephone, cable T.V. and
utilities add up in the real world. They are included in the cost of living on campus."
Really? Why, then, are we told that the technology fees we pay each semester go
toward these things? Either way, the students end up paying for it. Let's take your
typical apartment in York Village or DTAV. Six people, each paying $316.18 per
month comes out to be $1,897.08 per month. How many four bedroom apartments in
the area could get away with charging such an exorbitant rent? More to the point, how
many students would accept such charges, even with phone and cable included? I
won't take the time to get into the food (I know very few people who could come up
with a way to spend $294.51 per month on food, and only during certain hours of the
day.) Either way, living on campus is robbery. Sure, it's nearby and convenient, and
there is cable in every room, but I'd much prefer living the way I want, eating when I
want, and leaving my apartment when I decide to, not when someone tells me I have
to. That's just my humble opinion.
Alycia Thompson
Bangor
by J.C. Duffy
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Entertainment
North Wing By Ryan Peary
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Calvin and Hobbes
1.'M CALVIN, EMNENT
TELE\J \StoN ?ERSoNAL\TY,
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THE FUSCO BROTHERS
WHEIT DO You sny WE Go L)ANCING
Al-ltK DINNER, LANCE?
by Bill Watterson
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by J.C. Duffy
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MIS HoUSE...
Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
For Wednesday, September28
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: No
matter what kind of pressure you come under
this year, aspects on your anniversary signify
that you can't lose, whatever the opposition.
Refuse, therefore, to get involved in conspira-
cies and make a point of traveling your own
path through life.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): The Sun
passing through Libra and the part of your solar
chart which governs partnership matters if not
an easy influence to deal with. Even so, contin-
ue to take the rough with the smooth and do not
allow mischief-makers to plant seeds of doubt
in your mind.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Planetary
influences urge you to speak up and reveal what
is upsetting you. Partners and loved ones are
now in an unusually receptive frame of mind, so
don't hesitate to pour your heart out.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Although the
situation on the work front may at times be
turbulent, even explosive, a new planetary setup
is beginning to form, which may not only enable
you to paper over the cracks but may also re-
ward you for all your recent hard work and
devotion.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Success
comes to those who are prepared to take a chance
and put their money where their mouth is. Mars
remains in your own birth sign for a few days
yet, so make the most of each and every oppor-
tunity to further your ambitions.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You seen amaz-
ingly confident and optimistic and rightly so,
because no one can hold a candle to you now.
Even outstanding domestic disputes can be
cleared up to everyone's satisfaction now that
Mercury has changed signs.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): What tran-
spires recently appears to have disturbed your
peace of mind and made you regret having spo-
ken out of turn. Not to worry, because there are
a number of new and exciting avenues to ex-
plore, along with opportunities to prove just
how talented and ambitious you are really are.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Mercury has
now left your own birth sign and entered the
more emotional sign of Scorpio, which means
that certain facts may come to light which could
lead to a rather angry confrontation. On this
occasion, however, it might be wiser to turn a
blind eye.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Do not,
under any circumstances, allow others to nego-
tiate on your behalf. Mercury in your own birth
sign will endow you with all the insight and
confidence you need to strike the best possible
bargain, professionally, emotionally and finan-
cially.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Cur-
rent aspects signify that you can now gain a
much better understanding of what is going on
around you, as well as in your personal life, by
listening more to what your inner voice has to
tell and then acting immediately on what you
learn.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): If pos-
sible, wait a while before making any impor-
tant decisions concerning work of financial
matters. Even chance encounters could now
provide you with the information you need to
start moving your life in a completely different
direction.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): There
may be an occasion now when you must bite
your tongue or walk away if you want to avoid a
break in a particular long-standing relationship.
Rest assured, however, that this frustrating cy-
cle will come to an end.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Now you
really so have both the tools and the opportunity
to move ahead in leaps and bounds. In fact,
current planetary influences are so powerful that
you have no alternative but to grab what in now
being offered with both hands.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
For Thursday, September 29
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Friendly and easygoing you may be, but un-
sure of your ground when it comes to profes-
sional matters you most certainly aren't. In
fact, planetary activity on your anniversary
indicates that rivals will be lucky to get a
look-in.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Your
symbol, the Ram tends to disguise the fact
that you have feelings like everyone else.
Now, however, you appear to have found a
new direction in life, as well as the confi-
dence to allow change to happen rather than
constantly battering your head against the pro-
verbial brick wall.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): What you
are told in confidence could easily be used to
upset those you haven't seen eye-to-eye with
for quite some time. But it would be better
for all concerned if you talked things over in
private.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Continue
to take the fullest possible advantage to the
Sun in Libra to patch up differences with part-
ners. No crisis is ever so traumatic that a
solution cannot be found, even more so if you
now lay your feelings on the line and invite
others to do likewise.
CANCER (June 23 - Aug. 22): Don't al-
low your mind to wander. Planetary influences
indicate that now may be the right time for you
to turn even the most challenging of situations
to your own advantage. Even relationship prob-
lems should seem less threatening.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): With such a
fantastic planetary setup urging you to take
the bull by the horns over domestic matters,
nothing and no one can rain on your parade.
The combined influence of Venus and Jupiter
urges you to banish negative thinking and go
for broke.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): It's time to
concentrate more on helping partners and col-
leagues realize their full potential. Determi-
nation and ambition you have in abundance,
but what you need to develop now is the abil-
ity to see form a different perspective.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): There is a lot
more to being a Libra than most people real-
ize, the time has come to show loved ones and
colleagues exactly what you can do. Above
all, don't be afraid to kick up a fuss if you
think it might get you what you want.
SCORPIO (OCT. 23 - NOV. 21): For
some reason, you think that it is up to other to
make amends or offer the olive branch. On
this occasion, however, the first move must
be yours. In other words, praise in public,
criticize in private.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Ju-
piter, your ruler, is now joining forces with
Venus in the most sensitive area of your solar
chart. A great deal of uncertainty can at last
be removed from your life. Think of this as
the start of a brand new chapter in your life,
rather than as the end to an old one.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): The
more you react to others' criticism of anger,
the worse it will get. Control your temper,
therefore, and stay out harm's way. Sooner of
later you'll get the opportunity to turn the
tables.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You
have exactly what it takes to put rivals to
night and further your own ambitions. Re-
member, however, that others are hoping and
Praying that you will slip up, so make sure of
Your facts making your move.
PISCES (Feb.. 19 - March 20): The em-
phasis now is on all forms of communication,
as well as the ability to transform good ideas
into attainable goals. Seize the initiative, speak
Your mind and don't allow other to talk you
out of what you know is the right course of
action.
Entertainment
Doonesbury
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New York Times Daily Crossword No 0817
ACROSS
i Funeral stand
5 Lick
8 A little night
music
12 Like matzoh
16 Della's creator
17 18th
-century
monarch, too
familiarly?
19 Tributary
20 Residents of
Meshed
21 Still
22 Miss Merkel
23 Baby food
26 Items that are
piled
29 Overwhelms
34 Shah Jahan's
building site
36 Salve base
38 Ennoble
39 Lake Ontario
outlet, too
familiarly?
42 Indian follower
43 TV's Ricky
44 Tangent's
cousin
as Shenanigans
47 Frond holder
4911 makes towels
plushy
50 Indy 500
advertiser
52 Actress
Thompson
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
SAD RAISES FITS
AL I ASSERT EARL
LID MI STERMAGOO
TUBES
BALLYHOO
SLIT
OOLONG
UGH
SEGO
ANEMONE
SPINE
AUS
REDS
PODS ERROGI CLEM
AGO FL I AT MALES
TOODLE00
CESARE
ROMS
TARA
DOR
SHGRBET
YALE
RATKANGAROO LEN
ERLE TaLENT ONE
ENOS SP IMET OAT
54 Available, as
retail goods
59 Bill collector
63 Architectural
refinement, too
familiarly?
65 Press for
66 Took orders, in
a way
67 By and by
68 Bygone platters
69 Those for
DOWN
Bare skin
2 Concerning, at
law
3 Robt. 
a Singer Helen
5 Athletic
supporter?
6 Against
7 Indian leader
Actress Garr
9 Vicinage
10 Map out
ii Goes down
1300, 
 a
female.
14 Kind of reality
is Academic heads
is Beaver, for one
23 Turkish bigwig
24 In addition
25 Art sale item
27 Wrap name
26 Chafed places
30 W.W. II foe
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17 18
19
23 24 25
2111
26
127
20
28
Ililill
22
11
29
130
31 32 33
34 35 36 37 381111
l•l39
lUll43Ill
40lUll
41 lIlli
44Ill
49
60
II
61 62
42
45
54 55 56 57
50
46
•
51
47
58
52
59
48
53
63 UIIIUII64 UlUliU
65111 
66IlillUlli
67111 6811 69111
Puzzle by Robert H. Wolfe
31 Know-it-all
32 Full assemblies
33 Pharyngeal
invader
35 "The King 
37 Aforetime
ao University of
Arizona site
41 Surrenderer
46 Last item?
48 Verdun's river
51 Jail-related
53 Overeager
54 Greenish-blue
55 Crank
56 Utah's state
flower r
57 Adult-to-be
58 Small cut
603 Let ers rom
Wall St eet
61 Parmenides's
birthplace
62 Stop lights
64Como's" 
Impossible"
Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (75C each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrologyamsultaticnsiylephcne
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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State News • 
Former Congressmen Kemp visits Portland
• Economy is top issue with Mainers
• New Jersey ponders child-support law
• Elections
Kemp speaks about GOP's chances
PORTLAND (AP) — The Republican
Party has a good chance to win control of
both houses of Congress this year, said Jack
Kemp, as he brushed aside speculation about
his plans to run for president.
"I've told all the presidential possibili-
ties or wannabes...don't worry about 1996.
Worry about '94. If you want to change
America, get the Congress back," said
Kemp, asserting that the GOP has its best
chance in years to pick up Democratic seats.
Kemp, widely mentioned as a presiden-
tial candidate in 1996, delivered a pep talk
Monday at a $250-a-plate fund-raiser billed
as a "GOP Victory Luncheon."
In his speech, the former New York
congressman and Housing and Urban De-
velopment secretary emphasized his famil-
iar themes of lowering taxes, cutting gov-
ernment regulation and encouraging entre-
preneurial activity to spur economic growth.
Rejecting Democratic claims that Presi-
dent Clinton had turned the economy around,
the longtime advocate for "supply-side"
economics declared that "the economy
stinks."
"Interest rates are higher than when
(Clinton) took office, and his whole premise
has been shoved into a deep dark hole,"
Kemp said, bashing the theory that higher
taxes would reduce the deficit and bring
interest rates down.
Kemp also called on Republicans to reach
out to blacks, Hispanics and other minori-
ties in an attempt to draw them into the party.
His Maine visit followed a weekend re-
union marking the 35th anniversary of the
Buffalo Bills, the team that Kemp helped
lead to two American Football League cham-
pionships in the mid-1960s.
Kemp, whose last year with the Bills
coincided with O.J. Simpson's rookie sea-
son, said more than 75 former team mem-
bers shared "a lot of great memories."
In response to a reporter's question, Kemp
said the absence of Simpson, whose murder
trial got under way Monday in Los Angeles,
didn't cast a pall on the reunion.
"Admittedly, O.J. was missed by all
of us, but we want him to have his day in
court," said Kemp, adding that he trusts
the presiding judge, Lance Ito, to make
the proper decisions regarding media
coverage.
"I think people across the country, from
Maine to California, believe that a man or a
woman should get his or her day in court,
and they shouldn't be tried in the press," he
said.
Kemp was joined at the luncheon by
GOP gubernatorial nominee Susan Collins
and congressional candidates Richard Ben-
nett and James Longley Jr., although Long-
ley left early to travel to Washington for an
event for party nominees.
Alluding to polls that showed Senate
/ VeteransDependents&Veetereantss'\
V.A. Regulations require that you
verify your enrollment status, or risk
losing benefits. For your
convenience, this can be
accomplished on either the Bangor
or Orono campuses:
October 3 through 7
Orono Campus
Monday through Friday, 8:00am to 4:30pm
Veterans' Affairs Office,
Wingate Hall
Bangor Campus
Monday through Friday, 8:00am to 4:30pm
Acadia Hall
nominee Olympia Snowe, who was in Wash-
ington, well in front of Democratic rival
Tom Andrews, Kemp cautioned Republi-
cans not to take Snowe's election for grant-
ed.
"It's like a football team in the second
half that tries to sit on the lead," he said.
In the gubernatorial race, where Col-
lins has been running third in the polls
behind Democrat Joe Brennan and inde-
pendent Angus King, Kemp alluded to
King as a candidate who was "way to the
left" and likened him to Gov. Lowell
Weicker of Connecticut, a Republican
turned independent.
Meeting with reporters, Kemp deflected
questions about his presidential plans.
"I'm spending all of 1994 campaigning
for men and women in the Republican Party
who understand the issues I alluded to in my
speech. Then, I'll talk about 1996 sometime
in January or February of 1995," he said.
But judging from the gift from L.L. Bean
that Maine GOP Chairman Ken Cole pre-
sented to Kemp at the close of the luncheon,
party loyalists had little doubt about wheth-
er he planned another run for the White
House.
"It's a nice warm sweater that we
think should help him in our neighbor-
ing state of New Hampshire over the
next year and a half," Cole said as he
displayed the gift to the crowd.
• Gubernatorials
Brennan
leads in.
campaigns
AUGUSTA (AP) — Democrat Joseph
Brennan continues to draw more funds from
contributors to his gubernatorial campaign
than any of his three competitors, according
to reports filed Tuesday.
But taking loans and gifts to himself into
account, independent Angus King has raised
more money.
Reports filed with the state Commission
on Governmental Ethics and Election Prac-
tices also show that Republican Susan Col-
lins lags well behind Brennan and King in
contributions, and independent Jonathan
Carter is miles behind Collins.
Brennan, the former two-term governor,
reported $929,691 in total contributions. Of
the total, $254,120 came in during the latest
reporting period, which ended Sept. 20.
Brennan, who polls suggest leads the
pack in the November Blaine House race,
reported total expenditures of $857,396.
King said he has raised a total of $1
million, including $369,493 in loans, for his
gubernatorial campaign.
The former TV commentator and energy
consultant's campaign reported collecting
$227,502 during the last reporting period.
Not including loans, the campaign has raised
a total of $638,413 and spent $974,257, and
carries a cash balance of $33,649.
Brennan's cash balance is $72,295.
Collins received total contributions of
$417,372, including $204,453 during the
last reporting period. Her expenditures
through Sept. 20 totaled $363,438.
The finest AUTHENTIC Chinese
foods loaded with taste not fat 
ighLLM1ight
Restaurant Sc *miner
Last Week For These GREAT Buffet Specials
Welcome UMO faculty, staff and students
Chinese Salad Bar Buffet
$4.95 Lunch buffet
$6.95 Dinner buffet
A selection of at least six hot entrees, plus appetizers and cold
salad. The price is good for students with valid ID.
Save 10% on drinks in lounge for bill over $15
(including food ordered) with UMaine I.D.
371 Stillwater Ave, Old Town
827-7996
• Minimum $15 order for free delivery. We deliver to Orono, Old Town, Milford and Bradley.
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• As Maine goes...
New jerey considers adopting "dead-beat dads" law
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — New Jersey parents who have opted out of that responsibil-
could follow the path that Maine has taken to ity or who are charged with opting out that
collect overdue child support payments. there are costs attached to their decision."
A new bill approved Monday by the Sen- But Enid Torok believes the state may be
ate Women's Issues, Children and Family going to far.
Services Committee would allow the state to Torok, who represents a range of pro-
revoke or suspend the professional, occupa- fessional associations from electricians to
tional or driver's licenses of deadbeat moms optometrists, said that the state should
and dads. toughen laws against child support slack-
If passed by the Legislature, the measure ers but leave professional and occupational
would mean professionals from plumbers to licenses alone.
psychiatrists could not ply their trades until "I don't agree with taking a person's Ii-
payments for their children were up-to-date. A cense," Torok said. "A license is based solely
similar law is in effect in Maine and other on skills and abilities."
states are considering it, its sponsors say. But Melanie Griffin, executive director of
"Parents are expected to the best of their the Commission On Sex Discrimination In
abilities to provide for their children's wel- The Statutes, said the bill is the only way to
fare," said Sen. Richard Codey, D-Essex, a prompt some reluctant parents to pay.
sponsor of the bill. "We must make it clear to Maine officials have notified 20,000 par-
Poll
Economy
top issue for
Mainers
PORTLAND (AP) — The economy re-
mains the No. 1 issue for Maine residents,
according to a newspaper poll published today.
The telephone survey by the Guy Gannett
newspapers found that 31 percent of the 795
respondents picked the category of economic
growth and jobs as the statewide issue that most
concerns them.
The next most frequently cited issues were
health careinsurance, state taxesspending, do-
mestic violence, and education, in that order.
As Mainers prepare to elect a new governor
in November, respondents indicated a desire for
an activist government to help turn the economy
around. Nearly 40 percent said they wanted the
state government to play a stronger role in
helping create jobs, while fewer than 30 percent
said the best way for the state to help the
economy would be to lower taxes.
"Government needs to provide an envi-
ronment that's conducive for business to come
in and make a profit," said one respondent,
Charles Clapp of Windham. "We need a well-
trained, well-educated work force. We need to
broaden the tax base. And we could have
brought in (casino) gambling and provided a
huge chunk of money to help the working
person."
Still, the poll showed Mainers are not neces-
sarily willing to trade environmental degrada-
tion for economic growth.
Fewer than 20 percent of the respondents
strongly agreed that "Maine should encour-
age economic expansion even if it means
sacrificing some environmental quality,"
while 33.8 percent agreed somewhat and a
solid 42.3 percent disagreed.
ents who were at least three months behind in
payments they were about to lose their licenses
since the Family Financial Responsibility Act
passed in 1993. The effort so far has yielded
more than $12 million in back payments, state
estimates show.
Griffin suggested New Jersey might want
to go a step further and consider yanking
fishing and boating licenses of deadbeat par-
ents as well. That's now being done in Idaho
and the state already has recouped $500,000 in
back payments, she said.
Codey expects his bill to reach the full
Senate for a vote within six weeks. He said the
legislation is needed because the state has tried
everything to get parents to foot their bills and
millions remains unpaid.
Not only are the children being cheated, Codey
said, state taxpayers who are asked to assume some
of family costs are being cheated as well.
New Jersey officials estimate the most
"serious and chronic" child support debtors
owe more than $7.7 million in back payments.
A crackdown last week on the estimated 1,767
parents netted $170,000 in payments, accord-
ing to law enforcement estimates.
Under Codey's law, deadbeat parents
would be eligible to have their licenses pulled
if they are more than six months delinquent in
payments. Parents could fight back by de-
manding administrative hearings to explain
why they haven't paid.
To get a license back, a parent would have
to make full restitution or workout a 12-month
payment schedule and pay the first install-
ment. If a parent fell behind a second time, his
or her license could be subject to immediate
revocation or suspension.
• Maine law
Lawyer questions harshness of rape sentence
AUGUSTA (AP) — A man's sen-
tence of 25 years in prison for the rape of
a Randolph woman may test state su-
preme court guidelines that reserve sen-
tences over 20 years for only the most
heinous crimes, a lawyer said.
Defense lawyer Brian Winchester said
Monday that his client, Rodney Whitten,
27, of East Pittston, will appeal not only
his sentence but also the
convictions.
"I really think that in this particular
case, the court abused its discretion on
sentencing," Winchester said. "I do not
believe that there was proper consider-
ation of Mr. Whitten's ability to rehabil-
itate himself as is called for by the sen-
tencing guidelines."
But Superior Court Justice Donald
Alexander concluded Whitten's rape of
the woman and his history of abusive
relationships warranted a 20-year sen-
tence. Alexander also tacked on a five-
year sentence to be served consecutively
for violating bail conditions.
Whitten was convicted in Septem-
ber on eight charges. Gross sexual as-
sault for raping the woman in East
Pittston on Feb. 3, 1993; possession of
October 3 & 4
UCH_ II
AGAIN
CINEMA
Mondays —12noon
Tuesdays-3pm
Friday Night, College Night at Cats
Beat the Clock
Prices go up $.25 every half hour from 4pm until 7pm
NO COVER CHARGE
Call today to reserve the club for parties and banquets.
720 Broadway, Bangor •941-8552
a firearm by a felon on the same date;
assault on the woman last December;
several violations of bail conditions
involving the woman; and assault on
another woman.
Alexander concluded that the rape jus-
tified a 10-year sentence, and other cir-
cumstances relating to it warranted a sen-
tence twice that amount.
Alexander also noted that Whitten
was convicted in 1987 of raping a 13-
year-old girl. He received a sentence
of two years with all but 45 days sus-
pended for that offense.
"Mr. Whitten has a history of tar-
geting, taking advantage of and abus-
ing vulnerable women and young
girls," the judge wrote. "He has some-
times maintained more than one ongo-
ing abusive relationships at the same
time."
Because of such behavior, Alexander
concluded, "the court really has no choice
except to determine that 20 years is the
maximum appropriate sentence for this
case."
District Attorney David Crook said
his office asked for a 25-year sentence.
Tired of Sitting Around Your Hall?
Do What A: Spanish major, ALL MAli\L
VONIAN, Secondary Ed major, Sophomore
Eagle, Marching Band member, Mechanical
Engineering major, Political 6cience major,
Anthropology major, and a host of Greeks have done:
Join
SAA
*Student
Alumni
Association
Pizza, Paws & Ice Cream Party
Tonight, Wednesday, Sept. 28, 6 PM
Crossland Alumni Center (Next to Alfond)
Get Involved, Make a Difference
of Campus!
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HANGIN'
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OUTFIT.
BANGOR MALL
663 Stillwater Avenue, Bangor, ME 04401
AEO PREMIER
CREDIT CARD
Open an AEO Premier
Credit Card and Get
1096 off your first purchase.
There are more than 230
American Eagle Outfitters
Store locations nationwide.
GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION
WIN A FREE WARDROBE!
ENTER OUR STORE DRAWING
‘9991N Ael
Grand Prize - $150 Wardrobe
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National News • Healthcare reform not to be enacted this year• IRA leader meets US civil rights leader• Repayment is no defense
• No heartbeat
Mitchell pronounces healthcare bill dead for now
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate Major-
ity Leader George Mitchell has officially
declared health care reform dead for this
legislative session.
"It is clear that health insurance reform
cannot be enacted this year," said Senate
Majority Leader George J. Mitchell, who
gave up the fight Monday after concluding
he lacked the 60 votes needed to end an
inevitable GOP filibuster.
Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole de-
nied fault and said it was overwhelming
public opposition, not parliamentary road-
blocks by Republicans, that undid the Dem-
ocrats' health plans.
"They never had 50 votes for any of
their plans," the Kansas Republican said.
President Clinton, who made the quest
for health reform a hallmark of his presiden-
cy, said, "I am very sorry that this means
Congress isn't going to reform health care
this year. But we are not giving up on our
mission to cover every American and to
control health care costs."
Clinton, in New York to attend the Unit-
ed Nations session, said he would hold Re-
publicans to their word to take health reform
up again next year.
He said that although he and his wife
Hillary Rodham Clinton, an architect of his
plan, were proud "that we were able to bring
this debate further than it has ever pro-
gressed."
"There is just too much at stake for all
the American people and we have come too
far to just walk away now," he added.
The battle over health reform now will
be played out in the November elections.
Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas, who led
the conservative opposition to the Clinton
plan and its descendants, said he was
"grateful that the president and the Dem-
ocrats have now abandoned their crusade
for government-run health care, at least
for this year."
He said voters should "express their opin-
ion on health care in the November election by
THE LIBRARY PRESENTS
You Can Find
It Here
A General Introduction
to URSUS
and the Library
OPEN TO ALL
4 October, 3:30-4:30pm
6 October, 6:00-7:00pm
Fogler Library
First Floor Classroom
election or rejecting Clinton allies at the polls."
Other Democrats echoed Mitchell's
charges of Republican obstructionism. They
said the problems of the 39 million Amer-
icans without health insurance won't dis-
appear and they would fight for changes
next year. Some said they would still push
for changes in the closing days of this
Congress.
"The health care crisis has not disap-
peared. The situation is worse than it was a
year ago," Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-
Mass., said in an emotional speech on the
Senate floor. He vowed, "I will never give
up the fight."
House Majority Leader Richard
Gephardt, D-Mo., said, "Reforming our
health care system is one issue that will not
go away." He vowed to "press the fight for
guaranteed, affordable health care in the
coming Congress."
"Congress has done the right thing by
not rushing health care reform," said Rich-
ard L. Lesher, president of the U.S. Cham-
ber of Commerce.
In pulling the plug, Mitchell ignored
advice from liberals who wanted to push
forward a stripped-down bill covering chil-
dren, if only to force Republicans to vote
against it.
The action came one year and four days
after Clinton went before Congress to unveil
his vision of "health care that's always
there" — guaranteed insurance for all Amer-
icans regardless of their health or wealth.
Hillary Rodham Clinton helped draft the
plan and was its foremost saleswoman.
Clinton ran into a wall of opposition
from small businesses, the insurance indus-
try and others alarmed by his 1,342-page
proposal. It featured mandatory employer
(MISTER
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contributions, compulsory health insurance
purchasing alliances for most Americans
and standby price controls on insurance
premiums.
Last January, during his State of the
Union address to Congress, the president
waved his pen and threatened to veto any
bill that failed to guarantee private insur-
ance for all Americans.
But Clinton later softened the rhetoric.
By July, he was telling the nation's gover-
nors that 95 percent coverage might be good
enough. He made clear his willingness to
compromise.
Democrats pushed four separate bills
through committees in the House and Sen-
ate, but they were unable to muster a clear
majority for any of them.
Mitchell produced his own compromise
in August, seeking to get 95 percent of
Americans covered through subsidies and
insurance reforms. He would have forced
businesses in states that failed to meet that
target to pick up half their workers' premi-
ums in 2002 and beyond.
But in 2 1/2 weeks of desultory debate,
Republicans skewered Mitchell's plan with
the same charge of big government and
bureaucracy that had brought down the White
House proposal.
Mitchell initially vowed to keep the Senate
in session six days a week until it produced a
bill, but backed down as it became clear his
1,342-page proposal was dead. Congress went
home on a belated summer vacation.
Mitchell tried to forge an alliance with
moderates led by Sens. John Chafee, R-R.I.,
and John Breaux, D-La. They had prepared
a less regulatory bill with subsidies that
were supposed to achieve 93 percent or 94
percent coverage.
But he gave up that effort as it became
clear that no plan could command the 60
votes needed to thwart a certain Republican
filibuster.
Mitchell said he concluded it was time to
give up after Republican leaders, in a meet-
ing with Clinton last week, threatened to tie
up other legislation including a global trade
pact if Mitchell insisted on bringing a health
bill to the floor.
Liberal senators, including Kennedy and
Tom Harkin, R-Iowa, said they might still
try to push some reforms through in the
closing days of this Congress by offering
amendments to other legislation. Harkin
wants to raise cigarette taxes to cover all
children.
But Mitchell said it would not serve any
useful purpose" to call up any health pro-
posals.
When Congress adjourns for the year, all
the health bills — Clinton's, Mitchell's,
Dole's and the rest — will be dead. New
legislation would have to be offered in the
104th Congress starting in January, and those
bills would have to go through the long
committee process all over again.
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• Espy case
Investigators: reimbursement is no defense
WASHINGTON (AP) — The independent
counsel investigating Agriculture Secretary
Mike Espy says reimbursing private businesses
for gifts or the government for private perks —
as Espy is doing — is no defense for taking them
in the first place.
"It's consistent with the law: Repayment
after disclosure of a crime isn't a defense to a
crime," Donald C. Smaltz said Monday in an
interview from his Los Angeles law office, as he
prepared to begin his investigation of Espy.
Speaking of a general legal principle, not of
any conclusion in the Espy case, Smaltz said:
"If somebody robs a bank and pays back the
money, it doesn't mean he didn't commit the
crime."
Espy's lawyer, former federal prosecutor
Reid Weingarten, agreed that reimbursements
would not absolve an individual of responsibil-
ity for a crime.
But he contended that Espy, who received
free tickets, lodging, travel and personal use of
a government car, "did not pay money back to
buy himself a defense. All he wanted to do was
avoid even the potential appearance of impro-
priety."
Espy has paid back nearly $7,600 and has
denied any wrongdoing.
Smaltz, interviewed by telephone, was ap-
pointed Sept. 9 to investigate Espy, a former
Democratic House member from Mississippi.
Smaltz will focus on whether Espy violated
federal law by accepting gifts from organiza-
tions or individuals doing business with the
Agriculture Department.
He was appointed by a three-judge federal
court under the recently reauthorized indepen-
dent counsel law, which requires that investiga-
tions of top administration officials be conduct-
ed by someone outside the government.
In recent weeks, Espy has made a series of
reimbursements. They have included $700 for
four Super Bowl tickets, $6,200 for the govern-
ment vehicle, $450 for lodging at a West Vir-
ginia resort, $90 for two Chicago Bulls basket-
ball tickets and $194 for one of his many trips to
his home state of Mississippi.
The Agriculture Department's Office of
Inspector General began investigating Espy in
March because of alleged gifts of sports tick-
ets, travel on a corporate jet and lodging from
Tyson Foods Inc., the Arkansas-based poultry
giant.
The Justice Department, whose work now
passes on to Smaltz, had broadened the IG
investigation to include a review of possible
favors from other companies.
Smaltz also said he believes Espy is covered
by a 1907 meat inspection law that prohibits
acceptance of gratuities by Agriculture Depart-
ment officials. Espy's attorney has contended
that Espy could not be prosecuted under the
statute.
The law, which has been used in the past to
prosecute meat inspectors, does not require
proof of criminal intent as do other federal
bribery and illegal gift laws.
"If you're going to put an inspector in jail
for accepting something as nominal as a bottle
of booze, why would his boss be exempt if he
accepts free tickets, lodging and airplane rides?"
Smaltz said. "I don't see the logic there."
• Sinn Fein
Irish nationalist leader meets Rosa Parks
DETROIT (AP) — Sinn Fein leader
Gerry Adams traded compliments with
Rosa Parks as he kept hammering home the
message he's carrying across the country:
Irish nationalists want to lay down their
arms forever.
The president of the Irish Republican
Army's political wing presented Parks with
a Waterford crystal bowl Monday and
praised her refusal to yield her seat to a
white man on a Montgomery, Ala., bus in
1955.
"That sent a message of how one per-
son's action can start a whole mass move-
ment," said Adams. "As a teen-ager in
Belfast, we took succor from the people in
this country who struggled for civil
rights."
The woman known as the mother of the
civil rights movement responded in kind:
"I applaud the civil rights struggle in Ire-
land and here in the United States."
One witness was disgusted that a man
who represents guerrilla fighters would
meet with a woman whose name stands for
peaceful protest.
"How could you have the nerve to
meet with her?" Peter Hitchens, a report-
er for the London Daily Express, demand-
ed of Adams, whom he accused of spend-
ing his life "defending terror and death."
Adams did not answer.
Adams on a two-week tour of the Unit-
ed States, was due in Cleveland today. In
granting his visa, U.S. officials waived
the ban on admitting those linked to ter-
rorism.
More than 3,100 people have been killed
in 25 years of violence, more than half of
them by the IRA, which wants British-
ruled Northern Ireland to unite with the
predominantly Roman Catholic Irish Re-
public.
Northern Ireland's Protestant ma-
jority wants to remain British.
Protestant paramilitaries have killed two
Catholics since the IRA declared a cease-
fire Aug. 31. The IRA has not retaliated.
When he visits Washington, Adams is
likely to ask the United States to pressure
Britain to include Sinn Fein in talks on the
future of Northern Ireland. .Britain still wants
a pledge that the cease-fire is permanent.
The Clinton administration is weighing
financial aid and other incentives to nur-
ture peace prospects and improve the lot of
those living in the British-ruled province.
"We ask that Irish-Americans, Afro-
Americans and all Americans lend support
for the peace process," Adams said.
General Student Senate Elections
Thursday, September 29, 1994
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Polling Places and Times
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
ON CAMPUS Voting between 11:30am-2:00pm and 4:30-6:30 pm
Stewart- Gannett, Androscoggin, Cumberland
Hilltop- Oxford, Knox, Somerset, DTAV
York- York, York Village, Kennebec, Aroostook
Stodder- Stodder, Penobscot, Balentine, Estabrooke, Colvin
Hart- Hart, Hancock
OFF CAMPUS Voting between 10:00am and 6:00pm
Memorial Union
WRITE IN CANDIDATES ALLOWED
Absentee Balloting-Students can vote absentee in the Student Government Office
from 9:00am-3:30pm on Wednesday, September 28, 1994
vVOTE vVOTE vVOTE vVOTE
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• Escaping justice
Nanny dies after
being arrested
HANOVER, Va. (AP) — A nanny ac-
cused of stealing more than $100,000 from
the families she worked for was arrested
after months as a fugitive, then died in her
sleep in jail.
Diana Conrad was accused of stealing
from families in Ohio, California and Flor-
ida. She was arrested Sunday night in Bowl-
ing Green after a motel clerk recognized the
6-foot-2, 400-pound woman from a seg-
ment Saturday on the television show
"America's Most Wanted."
Conrad, 44, died in her sleep and was
found at 6 a.m. Monday in the Hanover
County jail, said state police Sgt. Douglas
Hendley.
An autopsy was scheduled for today.
Hendley speculated that she may have died
of a heart attack.
"She's 400 pounds," he said. "She was
huffing and puffing and having a hard time
getting around."
Conrad used up to a dozen aliases as she
obtained jobs through newspaper advertise-
ments, gained her employers' trust, then
stole their money and fled, said sheriff's Lt.
Bob Bratton in Ottawa County, Ohio.
Arlene Osmond and her husband Gary,
who live in Perrysburg, Ohio, hired Conrad
in 1992 after she identified herself as Diane
Chambers. She disappeared in February
with $90,000 of the Osmonds' cash and
credit cards, police said.
Mrs. Osmond had mixed feelings about
Conrad's death, since the nanny was loved
by the Osmond family. "But! also I feel
cheated because I'm never going to find out
what happened," she said.
Ms. Conrad' s sister-in-law, Nollie Mohr,
said Conrad was a loving mother, but
snapped after her divorce in the mid 1970s.
In the late 1970s, Conrad left her four
children at a shelter and disappeared.
Hendley said that when he arrested
Conrad, she told him she saw herself on
"America's Most Wanted" in Jackson-
ville, Fla., where she was taking care of an
elderly man, and immediately fled.
• False accusation
Baby-swap teen recants
accusal of father
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Kimberly Mays,
the teen-ager who was the focal point of a
switched-at-birth court battle that generated
headlines worldwide, made and then recanted
sex abuse allegations against the man who
raised her.
She gave dates, places and graphic de-
scriptions of the abuse she said began when
she was 7 years old and continued until June—
but then said she made it all up, the Florida
Department of Law Enforcement said Mon-
day.
"She's a young lady who needs profession-
al help," Philip G. Ramer, the FDLE's super-
vising agent in Tampa, told a news conference.
"She has been through an emotional hell,"
he added, referring to a six-year tug-of-war over
custody between Mays, who raised Kimberly
since birth, and biological parents Ernest and
Regina Twigg, with whom she has lived since
early this year.
Mays, distressed at the accusations, cooper-
ated in the investigation and was relieved at the
outcome, Ramer said.
Judy Lee, a legal assistant for Mays' attor-
ney, said Mays had no comment.
Kimberly, who now lives with the
Twiggs in Sebring, could not be reached
Monday for comment. The Twiggs' phone
number is unpublished.
Old Town House of Pizza
Restaurante
Old Town Plaza - Next to YMCA
Hours: Mon. - Sun. 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
2 Small Cheese Pizza's
2 Large Cheese Pizza's Plus One Topping
Any order over $10 will receive FREE Liter of Soda
One Coupon per Customer
Not Valid With Any Other Offer
827-6144
FAX YOUR ORDER
827-8548
EXPIRES December 31, 1994 With This Coupon
Landlord/Tenant Forum
Tuesday, Oct. 4, 1994
3:15 P.M.
FFA Room, Memorial Union
Representatives from Orono and Old Town, Student
Government, Off-Campus Board, the University and Student
Legal Services will be present to discuss ideas and concerns
regarding housing issues.
Sponsored by the Off-Campus Board and Commuter Services Office
• Nuclear proliferation
CIA tracks Iran's
nuke ambitions
WASHINGTON (AP) — Iran is count-
ing on Russia as a key source of nuclear
materials and know-how in a clandestine
effort to become a nuclear power early in
the coming decade, CIA Director R. James
Woolsey says.
"We believe that Iran is eight to 10
years away from building such weap-
ons, and that help from the outside
will be critical in reaching that timeta-
ble," Woolsey told a Washington think
tank.
Woolsey spoke to a conference spon-
sored by the Washington Institute for
Near East Policy last Friday. A text of his
prepared remarks was released by the
institute Monday.
Nuclear issues were an expected dis-
cussion topic at today's summit between
President Clinton and visiting Russian
President Boris Yeltsin.
"Iran has been particularly active in
trying to purchase nuclear materials or
technology clandestinely from Russian
sources," Woolsey said. He did not
elaborate on the Russian connection,
but he added that Iran also is trying to
buy fully fabricated nuclear weapons
as a shortcut to becoming a nuclear
power.
Iran, as a signatory to the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty, has officially
forsworn any nuclear weapons ambitions.
It has not acknowledged trying to build
nuclear weapons.
Woolsey also sounded an alarm about
Iraq's military ambitions.
While noting that enforcement of U.N.
sanctions has paralyzed Iraq's nuclear
weapons development, Woolsey said
President Saddam Hussein is still hiding
a chemical weapons arsenal and appears
bent on preserving a nuclear weapons
potential.
"Iraq has the largest pool of scientific
and technical expertise in the Arab world
— over 7,000 nuclear scientists and engi-
neers alone," Woolsey said.
He said Iraq is accelerating construc-
tion of deep underground shelters and tun-
nels to produce and store weapons of mass
destruction, such as chemical munitions.
Together, Iran and Iraq pose a signif-
icant threat to U.S. interests in the Mid-
dle East, Woolsey said, even though the
two nations fought an eight-year war in
the 1980s.
"These two regimes are united in their
opposition to the peace process, in their
willingness to use terrorism, in their ef-
forts to acquire weapons of mass destruc-
tion, and in their desire to eliminate any
outside powers which could thwart their
ambitions," the CIA chief said.
MEL
GIBSON
Hauck Auditorium
Saturday, Ocotber 1
6:30 and 9:15
JODIE JAMES
FOSTER GARNER
MAVERICT(
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• Trial
"Shotgun
Stalker" found
innocent
WASHINGTON (AP) — An alleged
"shotgun stalker" who terrorized two
neighborhoods during a 1993 spree that
left four persons dead and nine others
injured was found innocent Monday by
reason of insanity.
Superior Court Judge Colleen Kollar-
Kotelly ruled that James Swann Jr. "lacked
the capacity to ascertain the correctness of
his actions for the most part, even though
he did take precautions to conceal his
identity and elude capture by authorities."
Swann, 30, had told Kollar-Kotelly he
understood the charges he faced in a 32-
count indictment but said "evil spirits"
ordered him to commit the shootings from
February through April last year..
"I had to come to Washington to do
the (killings) for the spirits," he said in a
videotaped confession that was played
before the judge made her decision. "The
spirits threatened me and my family so
that I would do what the spirits told me to
do."
Swann said the inner voices told him to
avenge the slaying of Malcolm X by kill-
ing "civil rights-minded people." All of
the shootings occurred in ethnically di-
verse neighborhoods of northwest Wash-
ington.
He admitted taking several precautions
to evade capture — including choosing
victims away from heavily traveled areas,
changing the tags on his car and returning
to New Jersey after every shooting.
• Sentence
Texas death row adds five teens
HOUSTON (AP) —What was intended to
be a night of rough-and-tumble boozing and
brawling, a routine gang initiation in a field
beside a Texas bayou took a ghastly twist
when two teen-age girls wandered too near the
young toughs.
Both were raped, viciously beaten, then
strangled with shoe laces and a belt.
Last week, just 15 months after the crime,
three of the youths were convicted of capital
murder, joining two fellow gang members —
none yet 20 years old — on the path to Texas'
crowded death row.
All five await death by lethal injection,
punishment meted out by a citizenry "fed up
with the expense of crime, the fear of crime, the
devastation of crime and just the senseless
nature of it," said Billy Bramlett, a juvenile
delinquency expert and professor at Sam Hous-
ton State University.
Corrections experts say they can't recall a
similar case where so many people have been
condemned to death for a single crime.
Peter Anthony Cantu and Derrick Sean
O'Brien, both 19, were convicted earlier this
year. Last week, in separate trials, jurors con-
victed Efrain Perez, 18, Raul Villarreal, 18,
and Joe Medillin, 19, increasing the number of
inmates in the nation's most populous death
row to almost 400 inmates.
A sixth member of their loose-knit "Black
and White" gang, a juvenile ineligible for the
death penalty under Texas law, was convicted
and sentenced to 40 years in prison.
On the evening of June 24, 1993, gang
members gathered along a railroad trestle over
a bayou to drink and initiate Villarreal by
making him fight each of the other gang mem-
bers.
About 11:30 p.m., shortly after the fighting
stopped, Jennifer Ertman, 14, and Elizabeth
Pena, 16, took a short cut through the field,
trying to get home from a party by their
curfews.
Their path took them past the gang, who
grabbed the girls and took turns raping them
before beating them, strangling them and
stomping on their necks. The girls' battered
bodies were found four days later.
"I think there's no question the jury was
upset about the conduct," said Harris County
District Attorney John Holmes. "I think ev-
erybody who knew anything about what hap-
pened out there was outraged by it....
When one youth was arrested, he snarled
obscenities at camera crews and tried to kick
reporters as police hauled him away. Testimo-
ny at the trials showed they divided $40 and
some jewelry taken from the girls, then bragged
about what they did.
"I think they are more or less oblivious,"
said Robert Lineberry, an urban crime histori-
an at the University of Houston. "From their
point of view, life is of little value. Our logic
toward the criminal justice system is people
are rational, but I think you're dealing with a
crowd of people who are not rational by the
standards of the criminal justice system."
The ages of new death row inmates in
Texas are getting younger and younger,
officials say.
"That's my feeling, from what I see
coming in here," said David Nunnelee,
a spokesman for the state Department of
Criminal Justice.
• Foreign relations
Clinton, Yeltsin talk on economic ties, weapons
WASHINGTON (AP) — Welcoming
Russian President Boris Yeltsin to the White
House today, President Clinton declared
their two nations have moved from an era of
"mistrust and suspicion" to a period of
"trust and cooperation."
The Russian president also spoke opti-
mistically about the future of the relation-
UMAINE HOCKEY
MIPNIcUT ivii6DN1L66
Traditional First Team Practice
Sunday Evening, October 2, at Midnight!
Alfond Sports Arena
FREE Coffee, Hotdogs, Coca Cola, Bagels
FREE Public Skating 10:50 pm- 11:35 pm (Sharp)
PRIZES for LOUDEST DORM SECTION
LOUDEST GREEK SECTION
First Place - $100 and one hour of FREE ice time
Second Place- One hour of Pool time
(prizes awarded in each category)
Join the UMAINE Pep Band, Bananas,
Coach Walsh and his Black Bears
as they count down to the
FIRST HOCKEY PRACTICE OF THE
1994-95 SEASON!
GO BLUE!
ship but lost no time noting that the two
nations still have their differences.
"The United States is a strong partner
and not an easy one to deal with, just like
Russia," Yeltsin said. But he predicted their
two days of meetings would result in "great
progress."
The two leaders embraced when Yeltsin
and his wife arrived for the South Lawn
ceremony that included all the pomp of a
formal state visit. Under bright sunshine,
Clinton and Yeltsin listened to the playing
of the Russian and American national an-
thems and then reviewed the assembled
honor guard.
Clinton said the two countries were
"growing closer together, replacing suspi-
cion and fear with trust and cooperation."
The agenda for their meetings included
discussions of how to achieve further reduc-
tions in their nuclear arsenals and how to
maintain control of nuclear materials.
They also planned to discuss the poten-
tial for cooperation in troubled areas of the
world, including Bosnia and the strife-torn
regions that once made up the Soviet Union.
Yeltsin was to meet with U.S. business
leaders and try to convince them that his
country has become a safe and profitable
place for Western investment.
Russian and American officials also were
to sign more than $1 billion in commercial
agreements.
"The entire world has a vital stake in the
establishment of a strategic partnership be-
tween Russia and the United States," Yeltsin
told the United Nations General Assembly
on Monday.
A few hours earlier, Clinton addressed
the same forum and declared that "the growth
of cooperation between the United States
and the Russian Federation also should give
us all great cause for confidence."
For all their hopeful words, the two lead-
ers disagree on how to end the fighting in
Bosnia, and Yeltsin made it clear Russia
intends to regain its great power status.
Yeltsin has expressed strong opposition
to any effort to lift the U.N. ban on shipment
of arms to the government of Bosnia. U.S.
officials told The Associated Press that Clin-
ton next month would propose a resolution
to lift the ban, as promised to Congress, but
they said it may call for a delay in lifting or
ask that it be conditioned on the Serbs'
actions.
...7,000 mutual funds, 2,000 insurance companies all claiming
#1 this and #1 that. Who can you turn to for objective finan-
cial advice to help you chart your course to a secure retirement?
Your Crew
Firstmark
Maine's Premier
Independent Financial
Services Company
Your Captain
Brian Bernatchez
Specialist in
retirement planning
for professionals in
higher education
Plan to attend Brian's information reception on Tuesday,
September 20, 6 - 8 p.m., at the Black Bear Inn. Space is limited.
Call Gloria Blair-Chapman for reservations today at 1-800-274-3476.
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Larry Nance retires
from NBA
CLEVELAND (AP) —Larry Nance,
one of the NBA's best defensive for-
wards for the past 13 years, retired today
because of his ailing right knee.
Nance, 35, played in three All-Star
games and ranked eighth in career blocked
shots, first among all forwards. He aver-
aged 17.1 points and 18.0 rebounds per
game since coming to the NBA with the
Phoenix Suns in 1981.
"One of the positive things about this
is that I know I can't play at all on my
knee. So there won't be any regrets,"
said Nance, who missed 49 games last
year because of injury.
Cleveland Cavaliers owner Gordon
Gund, said Nance's uniform number, 22,
would be retired in a ceremony sometime
this season.
Nance won the NBA's first slam-
dunk championship in 1984 during All-
Star festivities in Denver. He set an NBA
record for most blocked shots by a for-
ward in one season, with 243 in 1991-92.
He blocked a team record 11 shots in
a game against the New York Knicks on
Jan. 27, 1989.
DePaul Hoops on
probation
CHICAGO (AP) — DePaul's bas-
ketball team was placed on proba-
tion for one year by the NCAA for
violations involving a booster who
provided free apartments and meals
to players.
The men's team remains eligible to
play in postseason tournaments and
faces no television sanctions. The pen-
alties include a reduction in scholar-
ships, official visits and off-campus
recruiting.
McCall KO's Lewis
LONDON (AP) — Oliver McCall
knocked out Lennox Lewis barely half
a minute into the second round to win
the WBC heavyweight title.
Lewis wobbled to his feet in front
of referee Lupe Garcia, who stopped
the fight 31 seconds into the round.
Lewis' team has lodged a protest
with the WBC, saying referee Garcia
acted too soon in stopping the fight.
Timberwolves sign deal
with Marshall
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The Min-
nesota Timberwolves agreed to terms
with first-round draft pick Donyell
Marshall on a multiyear contract.
Marshall, a 6-foot-9 forward from
Connecticut, was the fourth selec-
tion overall in June's draft. The Big
East player of the year as a junior
last season, he averaged 25.1 points,
8.9 rebounds and 3.3 blocks. The
deal was reportedly nine years for
almost $42 million.
• Women's Soccer
Wildcats nip Black Bears, 2-0
By Scott Morelli
Sports Writer
It was just a matter of time. The University
of Maine women's soccer team played their
hearts out and stayed with the University of
New Hampshire Wildcats through most of the
game but in the end UNH was too much, as the
Wildcats beat the Bears 2-0. This marked the
fourth straight game in which the Bears have
failed to score a goal.
UNH featured an aggressive team and
displayed some superior passing skills against
a struggling Black Bear team who fell to 1-4 on
the year. UNH improved to 4-3-2.
Nicole Rhodes put UNH on the board at
30:26 in the first when she took a pass from
Amy Tourtellotte and booted it past diving
UMaine goalie Allison Snooks.
"I was very pleased with our performance,"
said UNH's Tiffany Johnson who wound up
with six thundering shots on net but no goals.
"At first we were a little slow, we weren't
putting any passes together and our defense
was unorganized. At halftime our coach ... got
us psyched up and we put it together."
Maine nearly tied the game when Jen
Farina took a long shot from behind the penal-
ty area which richocheted off the cross bar and
into the penalty area.
In the second half, UNH padded their lead
when Niki Begin stole an errant pass and came
in on a breakaway on Snooks,who came out to
challenge. Begin made a nifty move to the
right at which Snooks dove, leaving a wide
open net for Begin to score on. To Snooks'
credit, she made several tough stops and ended
up with 15 saves on 21 shots.
UMaine head coach Lisa Petruccelli corn-
mended the Bears on yesterdays effort, but
said there was alot of improvement if the
See SOCCER page 27
yMaine's Mary Well controls the ball in front of an unidentified UNH player.
(Page photo.)
• Fund-raiser
In-line skating race a success
By Scott Morelli
Sports Writer
After rain and drizzle postponed Sat-
urday's scheduled start for the second
annual Black Bear 5K and 10K In-Line
Skate Race, much was in doubt about
Sunday's rain date.
But when the race started, all of those
questions were answered and there were
no big surprises. The rain held, the course
was raceable, skaters showed, and na-
tionally ranked Dan Deering finished first.
Deering crushed the field with a remark-
able time of 19:47 on a wet course, 3:12
quicker than his nearest opponent, Anders
Green.
"It was slick on some turns, and the
hill (hilltop) was pretty wet the first time
around," said Deering, a world-class skat-
er. "But the second time around, it was
better," he said.
However, Deering wasn't the only
winner in Sunday's race. The Downeast
Big Brothers/Big Sisters also finished
first. All of the proceeds from the race
will benefit Downeast BB/BS, an organi-
zation designed to help underprivileged
children in the community.
"The race is about the community
helping out Big Brothers/Big Sisters,"
said Michelle Walker, who represented
Downeast BB/BS at Sunday's race.
"We've got a lot of different people com-
ing together for this race."
Participants included: the UMaine rec-
reational sports department, Goldsmith's
Sporting Goods and Rick Gunn of Gunn's
Sports, who donated three $100 gift cer-
tificates for the top finishers.
"I work with children all the time at
the shop," said Gunn. "I' v e watched a lot
of them grow up and anything I can do to
help them, I well.
Even though this year's number of
race participants was relatively small,
only 12 people showed, race winner Deer-
ing indicated that with rollerblading's
growing popularity, this race could draw
much more in years to come.
"Bad weather and not much advertis-
ing was why a lot of people didn't show
up today," Deering said. "In a few years,
we can get a couple hundred people out
here."
The 10-kilometer race began at the
field house and finished at Alfond Arena,
after racing up hilltop and then out to-
wards Geddy's around to the Alfond en-
trance. Gunn said the course was de-
signed this way to give some of the more
advanced skaters a challenge with a few
fair-sized hills.
The race was split up into several
different divisions. Green finished ficst
in the 20-29 year old division and in the
University staff and students division with
a time of 23:09. Patrick Pelletier took top
honors in the 40 and up division skating
in 25:37, while Dan Beaulieu captured
first place in the 30-39 division with a
time of 25:40. Josh Young claimed first
in the 14 and under group and Norene
Leach went home the winner for the wom-
en's division.
Athlete of the Week
Bob Strong, a senior mid-fielder on the
men's soccer team, is this week's UMaine
Athlete of the Week Strong had 2 goals and
an csist for Maine in their 5-0 defeat of
Delaware.Stinng who hails from 'Thomaston,
Maine, is a civil engineering major.
AS.
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• College Football
Yankee Conference Notes
By Larry Rogers
Sports Editor
Week four of the Yankee Conference
produced a couple of nail biters, a high-
scoring shootout and an upset.
Delaware's offense had no problem
lighting up the scoreboard as they scored
58, but their defense also had no prob-
lem letting the opposition light up the
scoreboard, West Chester got 55. The
Hens amassed 639 total yards of of-
fense, their most since 1983 and seventh
best in school history. Courtney Batts,
a frosh split end for Deily, caught six
passes for 206 yards. Delaware im-
proves to 2-1 on the year, 1-1 in the
conference.
A new Yankee Conference team ap-
peared on the top 25 list this week, the
New Hampshie Wildcats (3-0, 2-0 YC)
who were 20-19 winners over Connect-
icut (1-3, 1-1 YC). Senior quarterback
Jim Stayer completed 18 of 25 passes
for 199 yards and two touchdowns for
the victors to key the win. Rob McCoy
blocked a PAT attempt by UConn to seal
it.
University of Maine's Emilio Colon
rushed for his first collegiate touchdown,
but it was not enough to overcome Mas-
sachussetts, who were 20-14 winners.
The Minutemen's junior fullback Rene
Ingoglia earned the USAir offensive
player of the week for his 124 yard
effort on 26 carries. Maine slipped to 0-
4 (0-3 YC), while UMass upped their
record to 2-1 (1-0 YC).
Ranked as high as No. 5 in the coun-
try now, the Boston University Terri-
ers (3-0, 2-0 YC) continue to roll,
stopping Villanova (2-2, 0-2 YC) 30-
15. Junior wide receiver Ron Stephens-
en had a Jerry Rice-ish day, catching
three passes for 137 yards and two
touchdowns. Villanova's defense
picked-off two Robert Daugherty toss-
es, the first two he has thrown all sea-
son.
One of the surprises in the Yankee,
Rhode Island, was beat by in-state ri-
val, Brown University, in the Gover-
nor's Cup game. Brown's Bob Warden
hit a game-winning field goal with only
four ticks left on the clock to seal the
win. The Rams' sophomore wide re-
ceiver Bobby Apgar had another big
game, catching 10 balls for 131 yards
and three touchdowns. Rhody slips to 2-
2 overall and 2-1 in the YC.
Another conference surprise, Rich-
mond University (3-1 1-1 YC), con-
trolled Northeastern (0-4, 0-2 YC) 23-
11. Senior defensive back Scott Burton
had a game to write home about. Bur-
ton scored two touchdowns on defense,
he had a 62-yard fumble recovery run
and he returned an interception 34 yards.
He was named the USAir defensive
player of the week. Minoso Rodgers
had a 53-yard touchdown run for the
Spiders.
Mid-Atlantic Division power Will-
iam& Mary (4-0, 2-0 YC) crushed non-
conference opponent Virginia Military,
45-7. The win was the Tribe's 13th
straight home victory. Senior wide re-
ceiver Mike Tomlin had a huge day,
catching four bombs for 121 yards.
Sophomore tailback Eric Porch rushed
for 109 to ignite the ground game.
This weekend's schedule we will
see Delaware travel to Maine; Boston U.
will host James Madison; Rhody squares
off with UMass at Amherst; Richmond
journeys to Villanova; UConn is at Yale;
New Hampshire travels to Hofstra; and
William & Mary has a big game at Vir-
ginia.
•Maine Football Notes: Senior
linebacker Ako Stafford was a US-
Air honorable mention defensive
player for his 19 tackle, 1 sack day
against UMass.
ROSE BIKE
"Thanks for a successful year!"
10% OFF
Parts etk Accessories
•• only at Rose Bike ** only with this coupon
" offer good through Ocotober 31, 1994
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• NFL
Bills drop Broncos;
Broncos fall to 0-4
ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP) — The
Buffalo Bills and Denver Broncos both know
the anguish of losing Super Bowls. The
Broncos are learning a lot about the anguish
of losing plain, old games.
Thurman Thomas ran for two late first-
half touchdowns and Carwell Gardner scored
early in the third quarter as the Bills beat the
Broncos 27-20 Monday night in a meeting
of the losers of seven of the last eight Super
Bowls.
But the Bills didn't clinch it until John
Elway threw out of the end zone from the 4-
yard line with 21 seconds left in the game.
Denver, considered a Super Bowl con-
tender when the season started, fell to 0-4.
The only other time Denver began that badly
was 1964 and it got Jack Faulkner fired as
coach, a fate that could be awaiting Wade
Phillips if Denver fans get their way.
Thomas, who gained 103 yards in 17
carries before leaving with a right knee
injury early in the third quarter, went in from
16 yards with 1:54 left in the half and from
27 with 18 seconds left in the half after
Bruce Smith sacked Elway and forced a
fumble.
Then Gardner scored 1:42 into the sec-
ond half after Mickey Washington's inter-
ception, the fifth thrown by Elway this year.
The Bills (3-1) trailed 7-3 late into the
second quarter against a team that had al-
lowed an average of 37 points in its first
three games and four starters to injury in the
first 18 minutes — running back Rod Bern-
stifle, cornerback Ray Crockett, offensive
tackle Russell Freeman and defensive end
Dan Williams.
Elway, who finished 26 of 45 for 280
yards, hit Anthony Miller on an 11-yard
slant 1:18 into the second period to make
give the Broncos their only lead.
The drive was vintage Elway: a 31-yard
strike to Shannon Sharpe on a third and 19
from his own 19 and a 22-yard scramble to
the 12 set up the score. But on his next
series, he missed Miller wide open for what
could have been a long TD play.
Buffalo appeared to take the lead on a
65-yard punt return by rookie Jeff Burris.
But as the teams lined up for the extra point,
referee Bob McElwee announced that a Bill
had been holding on the play, negating the
TD.
So Buffalo drove 68 yards in nine plays
with Thomas running 16 yards off tackle
with 1:54 left in the half, Buffalo's first
touchdown in eight quarters.
Thomas scored again after Bruce Smith
stripped Elway and Cornelius Bennett re-
covered at the Denver 27. On the first play,
Thomas burst off the left side and into the
end zone with 18 seconds left in the half.
It got worse on the first series of the
second half.
Elway, who had an interception returned
for a touchdown in each of Denver's first
three games, threw one that Washington
returned 27 yards to the Denver 25. Four
plays later, after Thomas injured his knee
carrying the ball to the 3, Gardner crashed
into the end zone and it was 24-7.
• More NFL
Shula vs. Shula: serious business
CINCINNATI (AP) — The Shula
family is choosing sides.
Do they root for Don — the NFL's
leading coach with 330 victories — to
get his Miami Dolphins back on track
Sunday at Riverfront Stadium?
Or do they root for Dave — with
only eight wins to his name — to beat
his dad and get his Cincinnati Bengals
their first win of the season?
"We've had a lot of fun with it,"
Dave said Monday. "I imagine it will
be more emotional for them than for
me because they're kind of caught in-
between, where there isn't a lot of in-
between for me or for my dad."
No, the first father-son head coach-
ing matchup in NFL history is serious
business for the two.
While their families chatted about
weekend fun and rooting interest,
Don and Dave Shula were still smart-
ing from weekend losses that brought
out that Shula competitiveness.Ever
since he first considered coaching as
a college student, Dave has thought
about what it might be like to match
wits with his father. He's not sure
quite what to make of it now that it's
actually happening.
The Bangor Good thru 12/31/94
Ski Rack
Bike Shop
Located at the Maine Square Mall
Hogan Rd, Bangor 945-6474
25% off Helmets
40% off bags, shorts & jerseys
save $20 to $700 on bikes
Free Water bottle & cage with
ad and $25 purchase.
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Bears are to turn their season around.
"I don't think our 1-6 record is an accurate
reflection of our skills but it is an accurate
reflection of how we played during those
games," noted Petruccelli. "I still believe that
if we can pull it together we're going to put a
few balls in the net."
But it was not so much that Maine did not
pull it together rather they had several strikes
against them. The Bears were playing their
third game in four days and of those games,
two were away. Maine has also been plagued
with injuries.
The Wildcats almost opened the game
wide open when when Amy Rohrer nailed the
top right post with 12:59 left on a heart-
stopping shot. A few minutes earlier, Johnson
unleashed a monster shot which Snooks first
made an exceptional diving save on and then
stoned the rebound shot. But Maine had their
missed opportunities, too.
Co
-Captain Sharon Rothwell had a post-
ringer and Farina again had a close shot but
UNH goalie Maja Hansen stopped them and
finished with four saves on 13 shots.
"We need to score," Rothwell said. "We
have a lot of injuries ... so we have to get
everybody better but we have to work on our
offense. We have to get the ball on net."
The next chance Maine has to test this
will be this Saturday when the Bears travel
to West Hartford, Connecticut to take on
the University of Hartford.
PRESENTING THE
MOST IMPORTANT
INSTRUMENT IN
E TREATMENT
MIKE.
Your
telephone
can make
the difference
between a stroke
that may take a few
weeks of recovery and one
that takes a life. Because the
faster you call an ambulance and get
to the hospital, the greater your chance of
limiting brain damage. To learn more, contact
your nearest American Heart Association.
You can help prevent heart disease. We can
tell you how.
American Heart Association
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Maine Campus Classifieds Stop by the basement of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.
help wanted
---------.
Hewlett Packard Sci. Calc. 285 with
marvals. Call Troy 581-3951 or 827-3468.
Found: Camera, in university owned
vehicle. Call 1-2970.
Racquet Stringings - Tennis or
racquetball. Quality work and fast turn
around. Call Jim at 827-7302.Fender Classical Guitar w/case brand
new- must sell $250 or B/0 call 866-0387.
Lost: Burgandy Fencing Jacket,
personalized. Please call Bret at 581-
8961. Reward: Good karma.
roommates
Attention! $1,000 weekly working
from home/dorm folding our
pamplets!...Materials supplied!...No
gimmicks!... See for yourself! Write!
Director, Box 11916, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33339-1916.
Get your ham radio license. FREE
CLASS! No Skills req, no morse code
req. 1 hr Mon nights 7 pm 152
Barrows. Info 866-5759.
1986 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera -
automatic, power steer, seat, window,
air cond. runs great. Ask $1500. Call
Bay 581-3179 leave message. Play the stock market - AT&T
Collegiate Investment Challenge.
Grand prize $10,000 + trip for 2. 1-
800-545-1975 ext 12.
1981 Honda Civic. Inspected, trustworthy,
loyal, sincere. $300 call Claire at 866-3448. Share lovely home in Orono modern,
clean, quiet, furnished washer dryer,
phone, great deal for nice student.
Clara 866-3701.
$30 hr. minimum. Sell funny college t-
shirts & profit $3 -$9 per shirt. A risk-
free prog. Choose from 19 designs.
Free catalog 1-800-700-4250.
85 GMC Safari Van, V-6 auto, 4
captain's chairs, am-fm cass., new
mounted snow tires. $3200 866-3005.
Sugarloaf college season pass. Ski
all winter for only $299. Athletic ticket
office, Alfond 9-4 daily.
Roommate needed for spring
semester to share spacious 2 bedroom
apt in Orono. Call 866-3585.
miscellaneous
Spring Break '95- SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH & GO FREE!!! Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus repre-
sentatives. Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Cancun, Daytona and Panama City
Beach. Call 1-800-648-4849.
Panasonic Answering System. Time/
day stamp, call screening, message
memo function. $30.00 Dave 866-0453.
for rent
American Red Cross Water Safety
Insructor Course - weekends starting
Oct 15 call Troy 581-3951 or 827-3468.
personalsCRUISE SHIP NOW HIRING - Earn up
to $2,000+/month on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World travel .
Seasonal & Full-Time employment
available. No exp necessary. For info.
call (206)634-0468 ext. C50671.
for sale
Sigma Chi Fall Rush Has Started
don't miss out. Italian dinner every
wed. @ 5:30. Pizza/football Sundays.
See you at the house. Call anytime
866-2148 (Chris Crotty & Brad Moll).
Orono - rooms w/kitchen facilities,
ample parking and small backyard.
$225/mo. includes all utilities. 827-
0471.
Looking for the student nurse who
had an unexpected day off & was on
MDI Tuesday, Sept. 21 in the after-
noon at the Town Hill store. I was in a 
hurry - too much to do - I wanted to
have the coffee together and talk
some more. Can we still have a coffee?
You mentioned you used to be a
weaver & had a yellow lab dog with
you. Please call Bob at 288-5769.
5 BR, 3 Bath, Good Condition $1000
per month. Heat/hot water incl. school
lease available 827-3780.
Female/Male Exotic D for yourancers a
party needs. Rated G, PG, R, R+. Exotica
947A406. New talent welcomed.3 Bdrm House $500/mo. plus utilities.
Reference required. Call 827-4031.
lost & founds
In Limbo DJ Service All request. Exactly
what you want. The most music. M.
Laramee 947-9173Car Stereos, 
Alarms, Rem. Starters,
Sales/installation. Rockford-Forsgate,
Eclipse, JVC, JBL • Sound Shapers
989-1889.
Songwriters join the Maine Songwriters
Guild. For details write a note to MSG,
PO Box 8058, Bangor, ME 04401.
Bunskli - Don't worry, be
happy...everything will turn out okay, I
promise! -Ding Dong con gafas
verdes (Besa Besa!)
3 lines,
3 clays,
3 dollars...
Found: Black female cat. Wednesday
around Little Hall. Red collar - no tags.
Call 581-8458.
Several used, reconditioned road
bikes for sale. $25 to $100. All profits
to charity. 942-2514 Bob.
Wanted: Dedicated singers for
collegiate chorale. Rehearsals: Tues.
Thurs. 12:10-1:15p.m. Lord Hall Hurry!Found: A Shotmaster AE super at
Chick Hill on 9/17. Please call 827-4219Macintosh Computer. 
Complete
system including printer only 4500. Call
Chris at 800-289-5685.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT -
Make up to $2,000 - $4,000+/mo.
teaching basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian Ian-
guages required. For info. call:
(206)632-1146 ext.150671.
Found: Wool plaid shirt in grass in front
of Union Wed. 5:00 p.m. 866-4317.
Giant Iguana Mountain Bike
Shimano sis shifting, climbing bars, toe
clips, bottle rack, kryptonite lock. $200
Call Jeff @ 827-3174.
Lost: Set of keys with brown leather
polo key chain & a VW key. Lost
outside library on 9/22. If found call
866-4125.
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The Perfect Part-Time Job
Excellence is an attitude. And we've seen how people with the
right attitude can face any challenge. That's why we're looking for
people who like people to begin careers (or second careers)
as part-time telephone sales representatives for our
New England Telesales Center in Orono.
We're MBNA New England, a subsidiary of MBNA America —
the nation's second-largest lender through bank credit cards.
Known for our unparalleled commitment to our Customers and
to our people, we currently have several openings that offer:
• Starting wages $6.50 per hour
• Paid vacations and holidays
• Paid MBNA® education
• Bonus and incentive opportunities
• A professional, smoke-free environment
• Hours - Monday through Thursday, 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
or Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Call 866-0700
Monday through Friday between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. for more
information or to schedule a personal interview.
All3Nk
NEW ENGLAND®
MBNA New England, Inc. is a subsidiary of MBNA Amenca Bank, N.A.
MBNA is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
MBNA America is a federally registered trademark of MBNA Amenca Bank, N.A. CLAD 5-1495-Q4
